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SECTIO:-..' I 
GENERAL 

Parqrapb 
Purpos~ 1 
Scope 2 

1. PurpoJe.- The purpose of this text is to acquaint the student 
with the basic fundamentals governing common-battery telephony. 

2. S(ope.- The general application of various circuits and com
bination of circuits used in common-battery telephony is discussed 
in this text. On the other hand no attempt is made to cover special 
application of the various circuits in specific equipment if the cir
cuits employed art> covered in existing technical manuals issued by 
the Signal Corps. 

SECTION II 
COMPARISON OF 

LOCAL-BA'I'I'ERY AND COMMON-BAT'rTI'F.ERY SYSI'EMS 
Paragraph 

Local·battery system 3 
Common·battery system 4 
Application or uscs o( the two systems 5 
Questions lor seH·examlnation 6 

3. lo(al-baHery $ystem.-The distance over which satisfactory 
telephone communication is possible is detenninei::l. by the electrical 
characteristics of the circuit. These characteristics are, in some 
measure, affected by the type of outside plant construction, which, 
in turn, depends upon the number of subsets served and the ex
pected life of the F>ystem. 

a. A dvantages. - The advantages of the local-battery system 
over the common-battery system are: 

(1) The wire lines, usually called the outside plant, can be con
structed more quickly and cheaply. 

(2) For the I(){'al-battery system the switchboard is less com
plex, less delicate, and less costly. 

(3 ) Transmission of speech is possible over long high resistance 
lines because the ('urrent in the line has a much smaller value. 

b. Disadoolltages.-(l) The life of a dry cell is short; it deterior
ates even when standing idle, and the voltage varies radically be
tween the time of installation and exhaustion. Hence, from an 
economic consideration, dry cells are one of the most expensive 
sources of electrical energy. 

(2) As the voltage decreases, the output of the telephone will 
decrease, consequently, uniform service will not be obtained at any 
one subset. 

2 
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(3) Checks must be made at each telephone set to test the bat
teries and replace exhausted cells. In commercial companies, this 
entails visits to the subset at perhaps isolated locations. 

(4) In addition to the batteries, a means must be provided for 
the user to signal the operator. This is accomplished by a magneto 
(hand generator) which not only further increases the size of the 
set, but requires effort on the part of the user in turning the gener
ator crank when Signal ing. 

(5) Failure on the part of the person using this type of telephone 
to ring off, when through talking, increases the work of the op
erator. This necessitates monitoring by the operator to determine 
when to disconnC'Ct, and also reduces the availability of the circuits. 

(6) If the switchboard drops are the manual restoring type, this 
further adds to the opemtor's work. 

4. Common-bottary syslem.----a. Adool1tageS.-The use of the com
mon-battery equi9ment overcomes all of the above disadvantages 
as follows: 

(1) By furnishing all current from a centrally located battery, 
the drain on it is such to warrant the use of storage batteries which 
are easier and more economical to maintain. Recharging energy 
for a storage battE'rY costs a great deal less than does the purchase 
of dry cells-the service requirements being the same. 

(2) The talkin~ current for the subsets is supplied from the 
storage batteries which hold their voltage constant, thus the out
put of the subset is not affected by battery deterioration. 

(3) The battery supply being thus centralized, located at thE.' 
telephone central office. eliminates the necessity of visiting subsets 
to test and renew batteries. 

(4) The removal of the receiver or handset from the hookswitch 
allows a circuit to be completed for direct current which causes a 
lamp to light on the switchboard which signals the operator. (The 
operation of the component parts of the subset is discussed in de
t ail in the next section.) Hence. the magneto is not required and 
with the elimination oC the dry cefIs', the' subset equipment is smaller 
and simpler. 

(5) The operation of the hookswitch, when the receiver is re
moved-Or hookswitch signaling-not only simplifies the routine 
for persons placing calls, but affords a prompt means of indicat
ing completion of the conversation to the operator, resulting in re
ducing the operator's work. 

(6) A single operator can handle many more lines on a common
battery switchbo:ud than one at a local-battery switchboard and 
also give better service. 

b. Di3advmtlagcs.- As compared to the local-battery system, the 
disadvantae:es of ~he svstem a te: UNIV,g~of~l;i:ORNIA .... 
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(ll The outside plant must be of higher quality in order to re
duce leakage from the potenlial standing on the lines. 

(2) Any unbalance in the wire lines of the outside plant will 
seri"ously affect quality of tran!lmission and distance over which 
transmi5;Sion at sprech is possible. 

(3) The inside plant equipment is tar more complex, expensive 
and delicate. thererore, a longer time is required for installation, 
and maintenance requiremenLc; are increased. 

(4) The resistance of thc loop or line to the subset limits the 
distance over which transmitter and signaling current may be sup· 
plied to a subset. 

s. Application or uses of the two systems.-The common-battery sys· 
tern is used where there are a gTeat number of subscribers located 
in a relatively small area and the locaf-battery system used where 
the sub!lcribers are reasonably scattered. From the standpoint of 
quality of outside military plant <generally field wire), reliability 
ot switchbo(\rd equipment, anrl quality of transmission over field 
wire. it has \)cpn found th~t common-batterY equipment is not as . . 
well suited for .fipld military telephone systpms as is local·battery. 
Generally. the common-hattery !':yStem .. ...ill give better service 
where the local traffic is heavy and hen('€!. is used by the army in 
higher headquarters whpr<! ~ numbPr of subsets are concentrated 
in a relatively small area. The local-battery system is used where 
oonditions do not permit the use of the common-battery equipment 

6. Question, for ,elf-examlnation._ 
1. Why are dry cells such an expensive source of electrical en

ergy for a telephone system? 
2. Give three advantages of a common-battery system over a 

local-battery system. 
3. How does a common-battery subscriber signal the operator? 
4. What components are there in a local-battery telephone which 

are not necessary in a common-battery telephone? 
5. Under what conditions has a local-battery system advantages 

over the common-battery system? 
SECTION m 

THE COMMON-BAl"l'ERY TELEPHONE 

Components of the common·battery telephone 
Common·battery Induction coil 
Capacitor . . . . . . .. . . . . 

Common.battery SUbset circuit .. 
Booster SUbset . . . . . . . . . . 
Explanation of the booster circuit . . 
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7. Components of the common-botlery lelephone.-It was stated in 
section II that it is unnecessary to have a hand generator and a 
battery in a common-battery telephone. The other components of a 
local-battery subset, namely: receiver, transmitter, induction coil, 
ringer and hookswitch are all found in a common-battery subset. 
In addition to these five pieces of equipment, there is one other 
that is necessary in the common-battery subset. a capacitor. The 
usual common-battery subset, therefore, contains six component 
parts. The hookswitch. transmitter, receiver and ringer are iden
tical with those used in the local-battery subset. 

8. Common-baHery induction coit.-Since the battery supply for 
talking is from a central source, the transmitter must be in series 
with the line instead of in an isolated circuit as in a local-battery 
telephone. The induction coil (an audio-frequency transformer) is 
used to electrically couple the secondary circuit to the primary cir
cuit. Since the secondary circuit is a local circuit, it is unnecessary 
to pole the receiver. The resistance of the receiver is also removed 
from the primary ci rcuit. There are two main types of com~on
battery induction coils. They are known as the sidetone and anti
sidetone induction coils. The sidetone induction coil has two wind
ings and a typical example is the Western Electric 46-type coil. 
The resistance of its L ,-R (primary) winding is 14.7 ohms and the 
GN-C (secondary) winding is 9.5 ohms. The turn ratio of the pri
mary to the secondary is 17 to 14, or approximately one to one. 

a. Antisidetone induction coil.-The antisidetone induction coil 
has three windings and a typical example is the one used in the 
Automatic Electric Co., Monophone Type 40 subset. The resistance 
of its 1-2 (primary) winding is 28 ohms, the 3-4 (secondary) wind
ing is 14 ohms, and 5-6 (tertiary) winding is 65 ohms. The turn 
ratio betweE"n the- primary and secondary is approximately the 
same as in the sidetone induction coil. but this ratio will vary with 
the different makes depending on the requirements of the circuit 
in which they are used. The newer types of induction coils, such as 
the one just discus!;€d, have closed magnetic paths. This give-s them 
a greater degree of efficiency and they can be made more compact. 

9. Capacitor.- The common-battery subset requires either one or 
two capacitors depending on the type of circuit used. The sidetone 
subset needs only one capacitor which performs two functions. It 
keeps direct curr~nt out of the ringer and also acts in the so-caUed 
booste-r circuit to increase the output of the subset. On the other 
hand, the antisidetone circuit requires separate capaCitors to pel 
fonn these functions. 

10. (ommon-batlery sidelone subsel circuil.- The circuit of the com 
mon-battery subset may be developed in"a Iq~ical manner. Batte~ 
for tRlkine: ourooses is fed'tb the teleDhoneffrnm~la central source 

, 
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so it may be assumed that battery is connected in some way to the 
terminals L! and Ll of the telephone. The primary circuit of the 
subset, consisting of the transmitter and primary of the induction 
coil must be connected directly in series with this power source. 
FigUre 1 shows a diagram of this circuit. The receiver is coupled to 

• 

FtC.URE I._ Primary circuit . 
the primary circuit by means of the secondaty winding of the in
duction coil as illustrated in figure 2. This circuit is called the sec
ondary circuit. The operation of these two circ;uits is as follows' 
TL·933l--

4 

Flr. IIRE :I._ Primary .~, 
There is direct current flowing transmitter 

and out L1 , and the transmitter is able to vary current by the 
action of its diaphragm on the carbon granules. This variable cur
rent in the primary causes a variable volt •. ge to be induced in the 
secondary, which causes a corresponding variable current to flow 
through the recpiver, giving an appreciable amount of sidetone. ' 
Sidetone may be defined as that sound heard in the receiver due to 
the sound picked up by the transmitter of the same subset. An in
coming signal produced at the distant end of the line passes through 
the primary of the induction coil, the transmitter and back to its 
source. This signal, a varying current, induces a voltage in the sec· 
ondary circuit which causes a current to flow through the receiver 
where it is changed to an audible sound. Since the operator is sig. 
naled in common·battery telephony by completing a path for di· 
rect current through the local subset , th~ necessity for opening 
.L __ _ •... __ .• , __ .. , ~ .. (~~ • . _.l --l l - UIn1f1:st~AIJ"'l!'~&-~ ..,.._ ... . ... ,. _ 
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hookswitch is inserted In the circuit as shown in figure 3, Since 
there is no direct current path through the secondary circuit, it is 
unnecessary to break that circuit. 

3 )1 _______ ...;<' 

.; 2 

I 
FICUR~ :i._ Pr!mar y and uoondary circu lI with hooklwllch added. 

The local subscriber can now transmit and receive and he can 
also s ignal the operator, but the operator cannot signal the sub
scriber, so a ringer must be added for this purpose. The ringer must 
be across the line but it must not provide a direct current path. To 
accomplish this, a capacitor is placed in series with the ringer which 
allows 20-cycle ringing current to pass but blocks the direct cur
rent. Figure 4 illustrates the r inger circuit added to the telephone. 
This is a completp basic common-battery telephone circuit. 

4 

T~ -9.lS 

FleUR!! 4.-Ba5!~ rommon·balttry .ui>sel 
11. Booster subset.-Some years ago, the Western Electric Com

pany developed a subset circuit which is a considerable improve
ment over that shown in figure 4. This circuit is known as the 
booster circuit and is now used in nearly all common-battery tele
phones. The same identical parts are used, but the capacitor and 
transmi,tter are ~lso included in the receiver circuit. This is done by 
connecting terminal 3 of the induction coil to the point between 

7 Or,~, .11<..,., 
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FIGURE !i._BooIt .. r IUbRet. 
the ringer and capacitor and bringing one side of the receiver down 
to a hookswitch eontact Figure 5 shows a diagram of the booster 
circuit. By comparing figures 4 and 5 it can be seen exactly. what 
changes in wiring are necessary to change from one to the other. 
With the circuit as shown in figure 5 it is necessary to open the 
receiver circuit also at the hookswitch, otherwise, there is a com· 
plete path for direct current from L, to L!. This circuit is consider· 
ably more efficient in transmitting than was the one previously 
discussed. 

12. Explonotion of booder cir(uit.-The student should refer to 
figure 6 for this explanation. It is identical with figure 5 except 

FIGURE 6.-Bootot .. r lu~~t equIvalent cl rcult . 
that the induction coil windings are shown around the core in the 
direction they actually are in the coil. This makes it easier to un· 
derstand how the circuit functions. Assume the transmitter is at 
rest. It has a certain normal resistance and direct current is flowing 
from the sourCt', over the positive side of the line L,. through 1-2 
winding of the coil in direction of arrow A, hookswitch contact. 
transmitter, L1 • and back to source. Between the points x and y 
there is a certain voltage, the IR drop across the transmitter. The 
apacitor is charged by this same voltM~ rwith polarity as shown 
"tho ..-1 ,""' .... .,.., I.; UHIVERSITYOH/o.lJfORN lA 
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Now suppose some one speaks into the transmitter in such a way 
as to lower the resistance. This reduces the voltage between the 
points x and y, and demands an increase in the line current. This 
means that the capacitor can no longer hold its entire charge, so a 
discharge will take place from the positive side of the capacitor, 
through the 3-4 winding, receiver and transmitter to the negative 
side of the capacitor. The direction of this discharge is through 
the 3-4 winding as indicated by arrow B. This flow of current in 
the 3-4 winding in the direction of B will induce an electromotive 
force in the 1-2 winding in the direction of arrow A. Thus, the di
rection of this induced electromotive force in the 1-2 winding is 
such as to aid tht' transmitter at this instant in increasing the cur
rent in the line. 

The next instant the resistance of the transmitter will increase. 
Thus the voltage between x and y increases and the line current 
must decrease. As the voltage between x and y has increased, cur
rent will fl ow to the positive side of the capacitor from y, charging 
the capacitor until the voltage across it equals that between x and y. 
This pulse of current is in the direction of arrow C through the 
3-4 winding, inducing an electromotive force in the direction of 
arrow D in the 1-2 winding. Thus the induced electromotive force 
now aids the transmitter in reducing the, line current. It will be 
seen that the current changes taking place in the telephone line are 
of much greater range than without the booster hook-up. The 
charge and discharge of the capacitor is made to aid the transmitter 
in changing the line current. 

In rt'Ceiving, the action of the circuit is simpler than for trans
mitting. As the resistance of the transmitter does not change, there 
is no charge and discharge of the capacitor. Assume an impulse 
coming in over L j • It fl ows down through the 1-2 winding induc
ing an Impulse upward in the 3-4 winding. This induced impulse 
flows around the receiver circuit. through the receiver, transmitter 
and capaCitor, and produces the sound waves heard at the receiver. 
When the original impulse of current reaches the hookswitch, it 
finds a choice of two paths; one through the transmitter to Ll and 
out, the other through the receiver, 3-4 winding, and capacitor to 
L 2• The impulse will divide in inverse ratio to the impedance of 
these two paths, much the la rgt'r part gOing through the transmit
ter. The portion which flows through the 3-4 winding is in the op
posite direction to the induced impulse, weakening it to some slight 
extent. However, the gain in transmitting much more than offsets 
the loss in receiving. 

13. Sidetone-redudion circuit.-Under certain conditions, such as 
noisy surroundings, it may bc$ome d~!ff~W~f b.~~J~l"inate all pes-
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sible sidetone. In modern telephones this is done by using an anti
sidetone circuit which bypasses the receiver with a balancing net
work without impairing the transmitting effi ciency of the telephone. 
In the older types of telephones the reduction in sidetone is ac
complished by neutralizing the booster circuit which reduces the 
transmission output of the telephone. The resulting circuit is known 
as the sidetone-roouclion circuit. In this circuit the transmitter is 
shifted to a differt'nt location in the circuit as is shown in figure 1. 
This shift in the location of the transmitter reduces the sidetone 
but it completely destroys any action by the booster circuit. By 
inspection it may be seen that the capacitor is no longer in multiple 
with the t ransmitter and consequently it is no longer subject to a 

'i'-' <rO-r '--" 
• 

FIG URF. 7 .---Sldclonc N'duelion drrull. 
varying voltage. 

14. Combined hcmd telephone sel TP-6.--a. Si nce the utilization of 
common-battery telephone systems in the higher units of the army, 
the Signal Corps has accepted as standard the type known com
mercially as the "combined hand telephone set." This telephone is 
known as the TP-6 and includes sets made by various manufac
turers as follows: 

Automatic E lectric 40--AA-52 
Western Elpctric 302~A W-3 
Stromberg-Carlson 1212~ABZ 
Kellogg 925 BA 
North Electric 2-H4-SL-S 

All working parts in these sets are comb1ned in the handset and 
stand, thereby eliminating the use of a separate bell box. The 
mounting contains the switchhook, ringer, induction coil, and con
densers. The specific design and method of connecting the parts 
into the telephone circuit varies with each manufacturer, therefore, 
several will be covered separately in this paragraph. 

The handset is of the conventional type, consisting of a receiver 
of the watch case design and a non-positional transmitter, both of 
which are mounted in a plastic handle so shaped that when the 
receiver is held to the ea r. the mouthpiece falls into the natural 
talking position. Due to the close mechanical coupling between re
ceiver and t ransmitter, an antisidetone c~rcuil i~ utilized to prevent 
.... n .•. l:_~ ....... :~ n:~n •• a " l .. A '.,.11,,, ,,,, ""IJNi<>:!Y4<'t' ..:t4J FLtStt;'t<>;"; .. ,.,. ,.,."i... h" 
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partially eliminating the local noises from the receiver; as side
tone is reduced, the user, hearing his own voice only faintly, tends 
to speak louder, thus also providing an effective transmission gain. 
A description of the sets follows: 

b. Automatic Electric Co_ Type t<40-AA-52 Monophone."-The 
diagram below shows the fundamental circuit arrangement of the 
A_E. combined set and will be used for explanation. 

• 

n-4fJ4 

FiClUU 8.-8lmpUJIed circu..lt dJair-.m of the All10maUc E1e-ctrlc CO. 
TYpe 40-'\0'1.--02 MonoplLo"e. 

"1.-4ljJ R ,LI' 

~1Cllae S,-c,rcult .~;;;~' Co- Type (O..AA-1I2 MonophOnc_ 
Figure 8 1S a . a. down so that th~ circuits 

can more easily be ow, whUe figure 9 is the conventional 
schematic diagram showing the vanous parts in tnelr elecmcaJ 
and mechanical relationsJlIp. C'. '"' I, " 

UNIVERSITY Of C/o.lJfORN lA 
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" The apparatus contained in the mounting functions as follows: . 
5-1'1. condellSCl".-Part of the booster circuit to increase tranSlnlS-

sian output. 
1-1'/. condellser.-Keeps direct currenl from flowing through 

ringer. It also acts with the 1oo-ohm resistor as an arc suppressor 
across contact X and across the dial contacts when the dial IS used. 

Hookswitch.-Breaks the primary circuit and doses the ringer 
circuit when the handset is placed on its cradle. 

l OO-oltm resistor.- Dissipates energy from the arc surge when 
the hookswitch contact is opened, or when a number is dialed. 

Induction coil-1-2 windmg.-This is the primary winding and 
is in series with the transmitter and line. It has 2M Ohms resistance. 

3-4 tcinding.-This is the secondary winding and has a resistance 
of 14 ohms. With the 5-,..f. capacitor, transmitter and receiver, it 
fOnTIS the secondary or receiving circuit. 

5-6 u.'1nding.-This is the tertiary or balancing winding and in 
this case is bridged directly acl"OSS the receiver. 

Ringer.-The ringer circuit, composed of the ringer and the 1-l'f. 
capacitor, Ois completed through the hookswitch. This is done so 
that when the telephone is in use, the ringer is removed from 
across the line; also when used on dial systems, the bell cannot be 
activated while dialing. 

The antisidetone feature is provided by the 5-6 section of the 
coil. The voltage induced in this coil section on transmission is op
poSite and equal to the IR drop in the coil and consequently the 
resultant voltage drop between tenninals C and R is zero and no 
current will How through the receiver. When receiving, the voltage 
induced in the 5-6 section of the coil is in the opposite direction 
and equal to the applied voltage on this coil, and consequently no 
current will flow through this coil, but it will aU follow the alter· 
nate path through the receiver. 

The dotted lines in the diagram show the circuit when the dial 
is used. In this case the jumper marked with an X is removed. 

c. Western Electric Co. 302 Set.-It will be noted from the fol· 
lowing diagram of the Western Electric 302 set that it has, with 
very few exceptions, the same circuit as the Automatic Electric 
Type 40 Monophone. 

There are four major differences between this circuit and the 
A.E. Co. circuit: 

(1) The ringer is not connected through the hookswitch, there
fore, it remains across the line continuously. 

(2) There is no separate resistance to absorb the arc across the 
hookswitch contacts. However, when there is excessive arcing 
(cross the pulsin~ contacts of the dial, ~ ,fj.lt~r, consisting of resist· 

\.. I UNIVmrr'i(lHAlJfORNIA 
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ance and capacity may be connected into the circuit to absorb the 
are. 

TI.·41}6 

FiGURE 10.-5lmpUned cltCult dlaiTam ot the Western Ele-etrle Co. No. 3O:l ~t. 

FIGURE ll .---Cl.-.:uit dlagrll.m o r the western Electric Co. No. 302 ~t. 
(3) When the dial is used, the receiver circuit is opened during 

tile dialing period instead of being shunted as in the A.E. set. 
(4) By referring to the simplified schematic diagram figure 10 

it will be noticed that the arrangement of the windings of the coil 
is different, but the way in which the balancing winding operates 
is exactly the same as was explained above under the Automatic 
Electric Co. telephone. Other than differences in design peculiar 
to the two manufacturers; the two telephones are, with the above 
exceptions, alike. 

13 Or •.•. 1< .. 
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d. Kellogg Co. " ¥ Cl8tdphone."-This telephone utilizes a differ· 
ent type circuit to suppress sidctone. The K. S. & S. Co. call it a 
Triad circuit. 

7L-4!)IJ 

Ft~u_u 12.-5lmpUncd ~Ircull dlaJlTam 0 1 the Kellogg Co. " Malterphone." 

7/. ' 4/)9 , 
FIGURE 13.---Clrcult d iagram 01 the Kellnllg Co. "Maltuphon~." 

The O.5-1'-f. condenser prevents the flow of direct current through 
the ringcr, suppresses tnc arc across the pulsing contacts of the dial, 
when it is used on dial systems, and acts in the booster circuit to 
increase the transmission efficiency of the telephone. 

The coil windings function as follows: 1·2 section is the primary 
winding ; the 3-4 !;ection is the secondary winding; and the 5-6 sec
tion is the balancing and booster winding. 

In the following discussion refer to figure 12. The antisidetone 
circuit of this telephone is different from those previously dis
cussed. When transmitting, we will assume that the transmitter 
diaphragm has just been depressed. A current increase will take 
place flowing from 1 to 2 in the 1-2 section of the coil, and the 
o.5·,.!. condenser will discharge, causing a current to flow from 6 
to 5 through the 5-6 section of the coil. The voltages induced by 

• 
14 
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these currents in the 3-4 section of the coil are opposite and cancel 
each other and as a result no current will flow in the receiver. 

When receiving, it will be assumed that the instantaneous cur
rent flow will be from 1 to 2 in the 1-2 section of the coil. This cur
rent will induce a voltage in the 6 to 5 direction in the 5·6 section 
of the coil. This voltage is equal to the lR drop across the t rans
mitter, consequenUy there is no voltage difference between the 
two sides of the O.5-}1f. condenser and no current will flow through 
the 5-6 section of the coil. As a result, the only voltage induced 
in the 3-4 section of the coil is that from the current in the 1-2 
section and a strong current will flow through the receiver. 

e. Stromberg-Carlson telephone 1212 ABZ.-The diagrams below 
show the circuit arrangement of this telephone, and by referring 
to them through the following diSC1lssion a better understanding 
will be obtained. , 

o 

Tl.·414(1 

FrCURE 14.-8lmpllfted ~lrcult dlllllI"lIm or the Stron\.ber&_(;art.on telephone 1212 o\.BZ. r--.--.--------------------------- __ A, , 

• ""-~; J 
'H!n#<'''' ,., i I IlU#.' 

, 0_-, "---_. 
,------

rJ.-414/ 

FrGUI.~ 1!1.-C!r~ult d!lIgrllm or the Slrom ber&,CllrllOn telephone 1212 o\.BZ. 
The l-}1f. condenser serves merely to keep direct current from 

flOwing through the ringer. 

15 
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The 2.!,f. condenser acts in the booster circuit and keeps the 
direct current out of the receiver. 

The three windings of the coil function as follows: 1-2 is the 
primary winding. 3·4 is the secondary winding, and the 3-5 wind· 
ing is the> balancing winding for the antisidetone circuit. 

Refer to figure 14. It will be seen that on transmission, when the 
resistance of the transmitter drops, current will increase in the 1·2 
winding. Assume that this increase is in the 2 to 1 direction. At 
the same time the condenser discharges through the 3·5 winding 
in the direction :J to 5. These currents will induce a voltage in the 
4 to 3 direction in the 3·4 winding. This voltage is equal and op
posite to the IR drop across the 3·5 winding and as a result there 
is no voltage difference between terminals 4 and 5 of the coil and 
no current will flow through the receiver. When receiving, assume 
an instantaneous applied voltage which will cause a current to flow 
from 1 to 2 through the 1·2 winding. This current will' induce a 
voltage in the 5 to 3 direction in the 3·5 winding and in the 3 to 4 
direction in the 3·4 winding. In this case the two voltages are addi· 
:ive and cause a large current to flow through the receiver._ 

15. Types of common-bClHery tetephones.--Common·battery tele
phones are made in four types: the wall, the desk stand, the hand
set, and the combined set. The wall type is a unit including all the 
parts except trarlsmitter and receiver in one box. Desk stands are 
in two units; the bell box hOUSing the ringer, induction coil and 
capacitor, and the desk stand containing the transmitter, the 
hookswitch al)d support for the receiver. Hand·sets are in three 
units: the bell box housing the ringer, induction coil and capacitor; 
the hand-set mounting containing the hookswitch; and the hand·set 
consisting of the transmitter and receiver. Combined sets are in 
two units; the base housing the ringer, induction coil, capacitors 
and switch, and the hand-set conSisting of the transmitter and re-
eiver. 

16. Questions for self-exominCltion.-
1. Name the component parts of a common-battery subset. 
2. Does the receiver differ in any respect from the one used in 

a local·battery subset? 
3. Is the receiver connected so that current from the central 

office battery flows through it? Why? 
4. Does the transmitter differ in any respect from the one used 

in a local·battery subset? 
5. From what source is the talking current obtained? 
6. Why is an induction coil used in a common·battery subset? 
7. How does this coil differ from the one used in a local-battery 

subset? 
0.. '"' I< " 
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8. What is the turn ratio between the primary and secondary 
of the coil? 

9. Would it be possible to use a common-battery subset in which 
the receiver and :ransmitter were connected in series with the line, 
using no induction coil? Why? 

10. Why is a capacitor placed in series with the ringer in a 
common-battery subset? 

11. What is meant by a "booster" circuit? 
12. Is this circuit widely used? 
13. Explain thp booster act ion. 
14. Is the transmission efficiency increased or decreased by use 

of the booster type of circuit? Why? 
15. Is the receiving efficiency increased or decreased by the use 

usc of the booster type of circuit? Why? 
16. What is m~ant by "sidetone?" 
17. Draw a diagram of talking circuit using a receiver, trans

mitter, and induction coil. Show the battery hooked across the line. 
18. When no one is talking, what kind of current is flowing in 

the primary wimHng? In the secondary winding? 
19. Assume one party talking; what kind of current is flowing in 

the primary winding? In the secondary winding? 
20. What is the Signal Corps type number of the common-battery 

subset adopted by the Signal Corps? 
21 What is the difference between the antisidetone and the side

tone reduction circuits? 
22. What is mfO'ant by antisidetone circuit? 
23. Does the antisidetone circuit effect the efficiency of the sub

set on transmission? On reception? 
24. Is it necessary to have a hand generator in a common-bat

tery subset? 
25. What are the four types of common-battery telephones in 

general use? 

Ul7UO· 41 ·2 
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SECTION IV 
SUBSCRmER LOOPS 

Par.iT.ph 
Definltlon 17 
Station protectors 18 
Drop wire 19 
Cable distributlon 20 
Composition ot cable 21 
Open·wire loops . _ . .. .. 22 
Questions {or self·examination 23 

17. Definition.- The pair of conductors carrying the voice currents 
from thl" protectors at the central office is known as the subscriber 
loop. This loop may consist of drop wire, open wire, or cable pairs, 
each of different size wire and different type construction. 

18. SICIlion proleclor$.---a. Air-gap protectors.- In a discussion of 
subscribers loops, the first thing to be considered is the station 
protector. This usually consists of two 7-ampere fuses (will pass 
7 amperes and blowout a t 10 1. ~ amperes) in series with the line and 
a pair of carbon-block air-gap protectors to ground on the station 
side of the fuses. The air-gap protectors consist of two carbon 
blocks 5eparated by approximately .003 inch. One of the two carbon 
blocks is connected to ground and the other one to the other con
ductor. A pair of blocks is used between each conductor and 
ground. These blocks then provide protection against high voltage 
to ground, such as lightning, which will arc across the gap. This 
arcing, however, will cause carbon dust to collect in the gap and 
this rna}' cause t rouble necessita ting cleaning the gaps. 

b. FUM s .- Tbe fuses are of the long enclosed tubular type and 
are always located toward the exposed section of the line from the 
air-gap protector blocks so that if the exposure to a high voltage, 
which arcs across the a ir-gap protector, is prolonged the fuses will 
open the circuit should the current become excessive. One of the 
reasons for the fuses being rated a t 7 amperes is because most 
constant-current series street-lighting circuits are automatically 
regulated to maintain their currents at 6.6 amperes. When a break 
occurs in such a circuit, the regulation causes the voltage to rise to 
high values in an attempt to maintain the current at this constant 
value. Should such a circuit be closed through the exposed line 
and fuse burn out the automatic regulation would build the voltage 
up to such a value as to maintain an arc across the gap. This would 
be a serious fire hazard. If the drop wire is very long, air-gap 
protectors may also be attached to the line at the cable tenninal , 
otherwise the protection will be placed only at the station end of 
the drop wire. 

18 
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19_ Drop wir •. -Connection must be made from the station pro-
tector to the cable or open wire line connected with the office. 
Leaving the open wire until a later discussion, it will be assumed 
that there is available a cable connected with the officc. From the 
station protector the drop wire is run to a convenient cable pole. 
This drop wiro consists of two copper conductors insulated from 
each other. A common type of drop wire has the conductors parallel 
to each other and a protective braid al"Ound the pair. Other types 
are twisted with individual braid over the insulation of each wire. 
The drop wire with its protective covering is designed to withstand 
exposure to the weather, and have good tensile strength as well 
as good conductivity. 

20. Cabl. di$lrib",lio".-At intervals along the cable there will be 
located cable terminal boxes. These terminals contain 10, 16. 26. 
or more pairs which are spliced into the cable in multiple with 
certain pairs in the cable. One pair in the cable may have con
nections brought out in several terminals. Another pair may have 
connections brought out in some of the same terminals that the 
first pair used and in addition some other terminals not used by 
the first pair. Each pair in a cable is numbered and a record is kept, 
and sometimes marked on the terminal. One terminal may have 
pairs 50 to 59 brought out in it while a second terminal may carry 
numbers 53 to 62 and a third 56 to 71. etc. 

a. This plan is used for several reasons. It is impossible to tell in 
advance over a period of years how many telephone circuits are 
going to be required in the neighborhood of one terminal as com
pared with another terminal. Thus, a pair which might be idle if 
brought out to only one tenninal, could readily be used if brought 
out in a second tenninal also. This provides for greater flexibility. 

21. CompO$ilio" of cCible.-The cables themselves may be made up 
of several diffierent size copper conductors, 19. 22, and 24 gage being 
the most common with 16 and 26 being used in some cases. There 
may be as many as 1818 or more pairs in a cable. These may be 
separated into groups of a hundred with all groups bound within the 
same sheath, or the pairs may be placed in layers from the center 
out with each layer twisting about the core in different directions. 
Some cables have each conductor wrapped in paper tape while 
others, particularly those using the smaller conductors, have the 
paper pulp molded on the wire. In each pair the conductors are 
twisted together after the insulation has been placed on the wires. 

22. Ope" wire loops.-Occasionally, the subscriber loop will in
clude a section of open wire constlUction. Here the drop wire is 
connected to a pair of open wires, the other end of which may con
nect into a cable with air gap protector blocks on the circuit at 
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that point. The drop wire may, of course, be connected to the 
open wire at any pole. The open wire, usually bare and tied to glass 
insulators mounted on poles, may be of several sizes. Generally iron 
wire is used in subscriber loops, due to lower cost as ~ompared to 
copper, having diameters of .083, .109, and .134 inch. Occasionall~' 
copper wire is used in which case .080 and .104 inch wire are most 
common. The larger the conductor, the less will be the loss through 
it, though the cost will be higher. Copper wire, of course, costs more 
than the iron but has much less loss. 

23. Questions for self-examination.-
1. What is meant by a "subscriber loop"? 
2. Of what does the station protector usually consist? 
3. Of what are the air-gap protectors composed? 
4. What is the function of the air-gap protector? 
5. How much current will the station protector fuses pass with

out blowing out? 
6. Since the telephone voice currents are so very small why not 

use fuses rated at one ampere instead of higher rating? 
7. For what is drop wire used? 
8. When are protectors placed at both ends of the drop wire? 
9. Why are ccble pairs brought out to more than one terminal? 

10. What gages of wire are most common in cables? 
11. What methods are employed in insulating the wires of a 

pair in a cable? 
12. Where are protectors located when open wire is used in the 

subscriber loop? 
13. What sizes of wire are most common in open wire subscriber 

loop construction? 
14. Compare advantages and disadvantages of copper and iron 

wire. 
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SECTION V 

TELEPHONE RELAYS 
Paragraph 

Definition 24 
Application 25 
Construction 26 
Marginal relays 'n 
Polarized reJays . , 28 
Slow acting relays 29 
Alternating·curr!'nl relays 30 
Questions lor self-examination 31 

24. Deflnitlon.-In the simplest telephone systems all switching 
is done by the operator. As the telephone system becomes more 
complex the switching needs, as well as other requirements, make 
the use of relays necessary. Relays are electrically operated 
switches or keys and are widely used in the telephone plant. 

25. Applieotian .-There are several thousand types of relays 
which p.re classified according to their mechanical construction 
features, number of windings, resistance of windings, number and 
kinds of contacts, whether contacts are made, broken or switched, 
the oroC'r in which they operate, speed of operation, and current 
values required for operation. They may be used in control, signal. 
ling, superviSion, or switching operations. The individual appli· 
cations are as numerous as are the types of relays manufactured. 

26. Construction.-G. Characteristics.-The different relays used 
in the telephone plant vary widely in deSign and characteristics 
according to the requirements of the circuit in which they are used. 
Some relays must operate quickly when energized and remain 
operated for somE' time after the circuit has been opened. Others 
operate slowly and release quickly. The combinations of springs 
and contacts are practically unlimited. The more precisely timed 
relays used in dilll telephone systems will not be covered in this 
section. All relays treated in this section consist of an electro· 
magnet, a movE'able annature, and a spring and contact assembly. 

b. Relay core.-The cores of relays are generally made of some 
material such as magnetic iron, silicon steel, or permalloy, that will 
berome magnetized when a current passes throught the winding of 
relay yet will lose its magnetism rapidly when the current ceases 
to flow. The core must also be strong enough to function as a part 
of the frame of the relay and withstand the winding operation. 
Certain types of ,relays have laminated cores to increase the im
pedance of the relay windings to voice currents. These relays may 
be bridged across the ta1king circuit without greatly increaSing the 
transmi!iSion loss. The shape of the relay core, in most cases, is a 
compromise between production cost and Go~~a~ing efficiency. 
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c. Armatures.-The magnetic path of any relay will be so con
structed as to provide a low reluctance path for the operating flux 
but will have some arrangement to prevent the annature from 
actually touching the core and so completing a path through mag
netic material for the operating flux. This consideration is important 
as it allows the rapid demagnetization of the relay when the current 
in the winding ceases to flow. This gap may be established by a. 
small disk of non-magnetic material, referred to as "non-freezing 
disk", a ttached to either the core or annature, or may be adjusted 
by means of a residual screw in either the core or the annature. The 
travel of the annature depends upon several factors. A relay for 
use in a circuit where large currents are available to operate it 
can have a large unoperated gap and is not likely to be affected by 
small extraneous currents; a relay that must operate on small cur
rents must have a small unoperated gap and so can not move 
springs a great distance. 

d. Windings.-The winding is applied in evenly wound layers 
separated by a layer of thin insulating paper that keeps the winding 
even and so uses the available space more efficiently and also allows 
the use of less insuJation on the wire, as the voltage drop across 
adjacent turns in the coil will be small. The insulation is usually 
enamel occupying very little space and is impervious to moisture. 
It will also stand up under higher temperatures without charring 
than will silk or cotton when overloaded. The winding or windings 
of a relay are arranged to meet the requirements of the circuit in 
which it is designed to operate (fig. 16). Many relays are wound 
with one of the windings noninductive. This winding is generally 
wound with half of the turns wound in one direction and the other 
half wound in the other direction. These relays are used in circuits 
where voice currents are present. The resistance of the noninductive 
winding is great enough to cause most of the direct current to pass 
through the operating winding while the high impedance of the op
erating winding to voice currents causes them to be bypassed 
through the noninductive winding. The relay may be wound with 
two separate coils, or concentrically with one coil wound on the top 

, ~, ol",,", 
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(q) RelO!l Spaol 

o ~o 
(b) Simple /+'indJ"9 

(e) Double Winding 

I 

non'inductiw! windil19 
tnd9~fic winding 

(c)Non-lnduC/iyt! Wmding 

(d) 7Pnd~m Widding 

fj)Pon:tIl~1 Winding 
TL ' 94J 

FICUR£ 16._R<,lay w indin gs . 
of the other, or with the two wires being wound on the core at the 
same time, but the important thing that should be kept in mind is 
that the same number of ampere-turns are required to operate a 
given relay rega!"dless of the voltage available. It may be wound 
.... ith a few turns of large wire to handle large currents or a great 
many turns of fine wire to operate from small currents. 

e. Contact.s.-When the armature of a relay moves from the un
operated to the operated position, contact springs are moved so as to 
open or close O!1e or more circuits. The combinations of springs in a 
relay are practically unlimited. The only limit to the complexity of 
the combination lies in the power available to move the armature 
and so move the moveable contact springs. In relays having flexible 
contact springs the springs are constructed. and should be adjusted, 
so that the movement of the armature that causes the contacts to 
close is continued for a short distance. This continued movement of 
the contacts after they are closed causes a wiping action between 
the contacts which tend to make the contacts self-cleaning. In eer· 
tain new types of relays the springs are split. This splitting of the 
springs and placing a contact on each half enables the contacts to 
fUnction normally even if one of the pairs of contacts gets dirty. 
Th,is reduces the chanee of trouble due to dirty contacts to about 
one·fourth. Some of the simpler arrangeme[lts gf ~ntacts and their 
symbols are shown in figure 11. UNIVtl!SITHlHAlJfORNIA 
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F!(a;RK 17._Relay ~onta~t •. 

J. Relay cot"CI"s.-The covers of relays normally serve only to 
protect the relay from dirt and mechanical injury. Most relay cov
ers are made of non-magnetic material so that they do not affect 
the operation o( the relay, and may cover one or more relays. Re
lays having their windings in a talking circuit, and sensitive relays, 
have covcrs made of heavier magnetic material to shield the relay 
(rom stray magnetic fields. Because the magnetic (orce operating 
a relay may be affected by the shield of magnetic material, relays 
having covers that act as shields must be adjusted with the covers 
in place. 
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27. Morginol r.loYI.-In reterring to reJays according to their 
manner of operation there are many different types. One of the 
most common is the marginal relay. For marginal operation, it is 
necessary to know both the operate, the nonoperate, and the re
lease values of the relay current and to take advantage of them in 
arranging the circuit. A marginal relay will pull up when the eur
rent reaches a ('ertain "operate" value. and will fall back and remain 
non-operated as man as the current falls off to a certain "release" 
value, less than the operating value. It will not operate on the "non
operate" value at current. 

28. Polori:red reloys.-Relays designed to operate on current in 
one direction and remain non-operated on current in the opposite 
direction are called polarized relays. Polarized relays usually have 
a permanent magnet which exerts a force upon the armature. This 
permanent mavnet is either a ided (for operated relay) or opposed 
(tor the nonoperated position) by the flux set up by the 
operating windings of the relay, dependi ng upon the direction at the 
current through the winding. In some relays the permanent magnet 
is replaf:e(j by a nother winding acting in its place. 

29. Slow ocling reloYI.-Sorne circuits require a relay to be slow 
to operate, slow to release, or both. Usually these relays are used 
to obtain a certain sequence of operation in the circuit or to obtain 
a time interval in the circuit operation. Th is may be accomplished 
by proper adjustment of spring tensions, contact arrangements. air 
gap, or current in the relay windings. Another method is to use a 
very thick copper sleeve or slug around the core to act as a short
circuited one-turn winding. This is used extensively to make a relay 
slow acting. Generally the sleeve is placed on the armature end of 
the relay to make it slow to operate and on the heel end to make it 
slow to release. However, a relay using a sleeve tor making it 
slow to operate will also be slow to release. Figures 18 and 19 show 
views of slow op~rating and slow releasing relays. When slower ac
tion in required than can be obtained by the methods outlined 
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F IGlJRE 18.-Slow opera tlng relay. 
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F'IGlJRfI. 19.--Slow rele",lng relay . 

above, a dash pot relay may be used. In a dash pot relay the anna
ture also opera tes a piston in a cylinder filled with oil and the oil 

is forced through a small adjus~ble hole. The viscosity of the oil 
and the area of the hole govern the speed of operation. 

, 
• 
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30, Alternating-current relays.-The relays so far considered in this 
section have been designed to operate on direct current. Relays that 
must operate on alternating cm-rent must have some provision for 
holding the armature in the operated position while the alternating 
current passes through zero every half cycle. The most commonly 
used type of alternating current relay has the pole piece split and 
one· half of the pole piece is surrounded by a copper sleeve which 
acts as a one-turn short-circuited winding. This sleeve acts as the 
secondary of a transformer inasmuch as a current is induced in thili 
winding. The zero value of this current does not come at the same 
time as the zero value of the operating current so that there is al· 
ways enough magnetic force to hold the relay in the operated posi~ 
tion. The same results may be obtained by using an armature with 
sufficient mass that it has enough inertia to prevent it from releas
ing as the current passes zero. Another method is the use of twa 
windings on separate cores but both affecting the armature. The 
windings are connected into the circuit so that the current in one 
windIng is out of phase with the current in the other winding. 

31. Questions for s.elf-examination.-
1. What is a relay? 
2. Upon what basis may relays be classified? 
3. What are the component parts of a relay? 
4. What types of materials are used in the construction of relay , 

cores? 
5. Name three types of windings that may be used on a relay. 
6. What limits the combinations of contacts that may be used 

on a relay? 
7. Why are the contact springs adjusted so that there will be a 

continued movement of the armature after the contacts have been 
closed? 

8. What are marginal relays? Polarized relays? 
9. How maya relay be made to be slow acting? 

10. How are alternating·current relays constructed? 

• 
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32. Une jackl.-At a common·battery exchange each of the sub
scriber Jines is connected to the springs of a jack on the switch
board. This is the same as in local·battery practice, except that the 
jack has one mor(' contact. The contacts of a local-battery jack are 
tip and sleeve, while those of the common-battery jack are tip, ring, 
and sleeve. The tip and ring contacts are springs and the sleeve con· 
tact is tubular. See figure 20 which illustrates both Simple and cut· 

Ring 
Trp 

Cur· Orr JACK 

FIGURE 2O.-L!ne lacks. 

•• 

TJ.· 949' 

off jacks. Tip and ring springs in common-battery switchboards 
afford connection for the line, and the sleeve contact affords con· 
nection to certain auxiliary circuits. The Simple jack is used when 
cut·off of Signaling apparatus is not required or when cut·off is 
effected by relays; the cut·off jack is used when the cut..off is me
chanical. Jacks are made in strips of ten or twenty, according to the 
switchboard in which used. 

33. Line .Ignol$.- In a common·battery switchboard the line sig
nal is usually a small lamp instead of a drop_ This lamp is con· 
structed as shown in figure 21. It has a small wooden block cement
ed to the end to support and insulate the filament terminals which 
are small metal plates extending along OPPOSite sides of the tubular 
lamp bulb. These lamps al'e inserted in Simple two-conductor jacks. 
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BlOCk 

Termi!7(}/s TL ·S.50 

FI GURE 21 .-SlgnRI lamp. 
known tiS lamp jacks, as shown in figure 22 and the mouth of the 
jack is closed with a glass lamp cap which may be one of a number 
of colors or ma rkings to designate the class of service given the line, 
a matter which will be discussed later. Lamp jacks, too, are built in 

Jack , 

_Opal 

J ack Springs 
TL-~' 

F IGURE 22.-LIlmp la cQ. 
strips of ten or twenty and in the switchboard are mounted either 
directly above or below the line jacks with which they are associ
ated. 

34. Hooklwitch control of signol.- The tem}inal voltage of the ex-
change battery is available at the hookswitch contacts of every idle ' 
te lephone in a common-battery system. When a person desires to 
place a call, he l'E'moves the hand-set from the cradle, permitting 
current to flow from ground through the tip springs of the jack, the 
tip side of the line, the telephone, the ring side of the line, the ring 
springs of the jack, the line lamp, the battery and back to ground. 
This causes the lamp to light. A simple circuit by which this is ac
complished is illustrated in figure 23. The battery shown in the dia
gram is the 24-volt exchange battery, the positive side of which is 

T 

R 

fL-,411 
F IGUR!! 23.----Cu t ·of! Ja c k l1n .. drc li it . 

pel manently grounded. This circuit is used exclusively in small 
switch boards which are designed to serve short lines of approxi
mately equal length. The meri~ of th~hcitkuit ~J.l~ its simplicity 
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and low cost. Its disadvantages are that the jack cut-off springs 
are not easily adjusted, because of their inaccessibility, and that it 
requires different kinds of lamps for different lengths of lines. The 
current in a lamp is governed by the resistance of the line with 
which it is associ2ted. If the lamp designed for a long line were used 
on a very short line, the lower resistance of the line would cause 
such a heavy current to flow that the lamp would have a short life, 
Obviously, lamp,; of different operating current and requiring dif· 
ff;'ren t voltages to light them nre required. Such lamps are commer· 
cially available. For example, Western Electric "code 2" lamps are 
made in types ranging from the 2A requiring .17 to .21 amperes at 
4 volts to the 2T requiring .025 to .035 amperes at 35 to 47 volts. A 
multiplicity of tvpes of lamps on a switchboard, with the chance of 
getting the wrong type lamp associated with a line, complicates 
maintenance and is to be avoided. The Western E lectric lamp code 
No. B2, rated at 18 volts and .036 to .048 amperes, is used o n the 
switchboard B0-89. The current ranges of these lamps are suit· 
able for the differf!nces in length of lines usually connected to these 
switchboards. Thp. line lamp of the B0-89 is protected by a varistor 
in parallel with the lamp as shown in figure 24. The varistor con· 
sists of two sil!con-carbide discs. The resistance of the varistor is 
high at 24 volts and therefore does not materially affect the light· 

r 

V(JriJtor 

Tl'j4Z1 
rlel'lIE 24 '_ \·"rl'tor 'pro tected Itne lamp. 

ing of the lamp. When voltages higher than normal are induced in 
or connected to the line, the resistance of the varistor decreases. 
thus bypassing the excess current around the lamp. 

35. Une circuit with line relay.-The circuit shown in figure 25 
places a single wound relay (with one make contact) in series with 
the battery and has a local circuit controlled by the relay to light 
the lamp. This circuit requires only one type of lamp since the lamp 
circuit is entirely independent of the line. The margin of current 
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F"lCURE 2:!\._Llnl clreuil w ith 11M relay. 
between that required to operate a relay and that which would burn 
out the winding can ' be made very large; hence, different types of 
relays are not required for different lengths of line. 

36 . Rt'presenting battery in diagroms.- It will be noted that there 
are five ground connections and two batteries shown in the figure 
25, an.d this would seem to complicate the wiring of the cir
cuit. As a matter of fact there is only one battery and one battery 
ground in the usual switchboard. The ground is connected to the 
positive terminal of the battery. In schematic diagrams it is com
mon practice to sh·ow the negative terminal of a battery directly 
connected to each point which is wired to a lead to the negative ter
minal of the exchange battery, and to show a ground connection 
for each point which is wired to a lead to the positive terminal of 
the exchange battery. 

37. (Iolt-off reloy.- In both of the line circuits shown the jack cut
off springs enable the operator to open the lamp circuit and take 
battery off the line by the mechanical operation of inserting a plug 
in the line jack. This is a simple a nd inexpensive arrangement, but 
has the disadvantage that the whole strip of jacks must be removed 
for servicing, thus interfering with the operator. To obviate the ne
cessity for the use of cut-off jacks, the circuit shown in figure 26 
was developed. The circuit requires an additional relay, known as 
the cut-off relay, but it has the advantages that ; the jacks are used 
solely for contact with the plug, the cut-off springs are on the 
relay, adjustment of contact springs is easily made and the 
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FiGURE 26._ Llne circuit with cut·ott relay. 
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FICURE n._ Llne circuit w!th pilla- In lack. 
making of this adjustment does not interfere with the work of 
the operator. The cut-off relay is connected between the sleeve con· 
tact of the jack and ground. The line relay circuit is the same as 
with the cut..off jack, except that in this case it goes to the cut-olf 
springs of the cut-off relay instead of to those of the jack; the op
eration of the line relay and lamp circuits is the same in both cases. 
However, in this circuit the insertion of the plug simply makes con· 
tact to t ip, ring, and sleeve, of the jack. The sleeve contact of the 
plug is one end of a circuit which tenninates as the negative pole 
of the battery, and when the plug is inserted in the jack, current 

-flows to ground through this circuit and the cut-off relay, operating 
the relay and its cut-off springs. This removes battery and ground 
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from the line and opens the line relay circuit which in turn _opens 
the lamp circuit, extinguishing the line lamp as shown in figure 27. 

Before the cut-off relay operates, the line may be noisy due to 

FlGUlr. 28.-Llnf cI rculI wIth d ouble-wollnd llne relay. 
currents from line to ground. As may be seen from figure 26, volt
ages induced in the line by currents in a nearby line will cause cur
rent to flow to ground through the cut-ofI relay springs. The high 
resistance of the line relay will cause that part of the current on the 
ring side of the line to flow through the low resistance of the tele
phone to the tip side of the line and back through the relay springs 
to ground. A resistaflce, equal to that of the line relay, added be
tween tip and ground will cause this current to divide equally to 
ground and not flow through the telephone. For a convenient place 
to mount the res.istance, the line relay in this circuit is usually a 
double wound relay as shown in figure 28. The winding furnishing 
resistance to ground is a noninductive winding. 

38. Long lin ••. - By a slight variation as shown in figure 29 the 
line circuit can be arranged for use on lines where the loops are too 
long fOl" satisfactory common-battery operation. To prevent noise 
from leakage currents, no battery is connectej to the line after the 
cord is plugged in. It is operated with a local-battery telephone. 
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F1CUllE 29._Lln~ ci r .:vlt with ring-up IIn~ relay . 
When it is desired to place a call, ringing current is put on the line. 
This current passes through the condenser so that the two windings 
on the line relay are in series and it closes its contacts. Current flows 
from ground through the left contact of the LR relay, through a 
contact on the cut-off relay, through one-half of the line relay wind
ing, to battery and holds this relay operated after ringing current 
has stopped. Current flows through the other contact of the LR 
relay and lights the line lamp. When the plug is inserted into the 
jack, battery is placed on the cut-off relay. This removes the line 
relay from the line and opens the holding circuit which opens the 
lamp circuit and clears the line. The resistance of the cut-off relay 
.. high enough to prevent operation of the cord circuit relay and no 
lattery is fed to the line when the proper cord circuit is used. 

39. Types of line circuits.- In summation, there are three types of 
• 

common-battery line circuits. The first is the line circuit with cut-
off jack and without line relay. It is used in small switchboards 
where the lines are short and of nearly uniform length. It is also 
found in army switchboards where the shock and vibration of trans· 
portation and the space required makes relays undesirable. The 
second is the one with cut-off jack and line relay. It is used in small 
switchboards and some larger switchboards where the lines are of 
unequal length and the load is not so heavy as to make maintenance 
of contacts and cut-off springs from the front of the board objec
tionable. The third is the line and cut-off relay type, which is used 
in all of the larger switchboards designed for serving the maximum 
load. The fourth circuit discussed is not a common-battery line cir
cuit. It is an adaptation for connecting local-battery lines to a com
mon-battery switchboard where the lines are too long for common
battery oPE'ration. 

40. Line lamp, and jacks.-It has been brought out that common· 
battery Hne jacks are three conductor jacks of either the cut-off or 
simple type. The connections are tip, ring, and sleeve. Line is con· 
nected to tip and ring and the sleeve is grounded. The switchboard 
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apparatus of the line circuit is usually connected with ground on the 
tip and battery. through associated apparatus. on the ring. The line 
signals of common·battery switchboards are lamps and they are 
mounted in jacks and behind lamp caps in strips directly above t·: 
below the strips of line jacks so that each line lamp is adjacent to 
the jack of the Hne which h represents. Line lamps are available 
with various current and voltage characteristics. 

41. Questions 'c»r MII-examlnatlon.-
1 . In what respect does a common-battery jack differ from Ii 

local·battery jack? 
2. What kind of line signals are used on a common-battery 

switchboard? 
3. What is necessary for the subscriber to do in order to bring 

in a signal on a common-battery switchboard ? 
4. Draw a diagram of a telephone connected to a line circuit 

which contains no relays. 
5. What is the disadvantage of having the line lamp in series 

with the line as it is in the above diagram? 
6. Name the three contacts on a common-battery line jack. 
7. Draw a diagram of a line circuit containing a line relay and a 

cut-off jack. 
8. What is the disadvantage of using cut-off jacks in line cir

cuits ? 
9. Draw a diagram of a line circuit which overcomes this dis

advantage by using a cut-off relay. 
10. In answering the following refer to figure 28. Line relay coil 

= 1000"" noninductive coil = 11)00 ... , cut-off relay coil= 37 ... , lamp= 
240",. Operating values of relays, cut-off - .047 amperes, iine -.OO58 
amperes. 

a. What would be the effect of a cross between sleeve and ring? 
b. Would th0 line lamp light if battery were placed on the tip? 
c. Would the cut-off relay operate if ground were placed on the 

ring? 
d. If the sleeve and lamp wires were crossed, how would the 

circuit be affected? 
e. If the sleeve were crossed with the sleeve of another circuit, 

how would the operation of this circuit be affected when the other 
circuit was in use? 

f. If the ring were crossed with the tip of another circuit, how 
would the trouble be indicated? 

Onq, ol",,", 
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42 . Description of cordi and plugf.-The cord circuits of common
battery switchboards are fundamentally the same as those used 
in local-battery switchboards. However, there are many points of 
difference which are due to the centralization of the battery supply 
and to the automatic and continuous supervision. It has been noted 
that there is a difference in the jacks of the line circuits. This calls 
for corresponding differences in the cords and plugs. The cords of 
common-battery switchboards are of three conductors, instead of 

JaCk ..... 

DeodRmg 
TL-957 

Floa·RE 3O .~Commo"·baU .. ry plug and Jack. 
two, and the plugs have three contact elements. Figure 30 shows 
a common-battcry plug inserted in a jack. Observe the tip, ring, 
and sleeve ma!dng connection with the corresponding springs of 
the jacl( and note that there is a second ring of metal between 
the tip :md the ring. This is called the dead ring and is required 
to reinforce thc insula ton where it is increased in diameter to 
prevent possibility of short-cil-cuiting the tip and ring contacts of 
the plug. Figure 31 shows a cross section of a common-battery plug. 
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43_ BClttery feed--bClttery bridged CI(r055 tine.-Perhaps the beSt way 
to understand just how a cord circuit functions in a common-bat
tery board is to build up a circuit in a logical manner. This cord 
circuit must perform several functions, and in the common-battery 
system It must, in addition to all other functions, furnish current 
for talking purposes to every telephone in the system. This cur
rent must be furnished over the tip and ring of each plug since the 
pair of wires from the telephone is connected to the tip and ring 
of the jack. First. consider just the tip and ring conductors of the 
cord circuit and see how the 24-volt central office battery can be 
connected to Ihem. The simplest way is to connect the battery 

A 

FICl1il£ 32.-5lmpletll commO n· battery cord cirelllt. 
directly across the cord circuit as shown in figure 32. As shown 
in the diagram the positive side of the battery is always grounded 
and is the side connected to the tip, while negative battery is 
connected to ring, This arrangement will not work in practice. The 
reason for this may be seen by referring to figure 33. This merely 
shows two telephones connected by such a system of battery feed , 
omitting all other equipment. Assume that (a) is speaking, When 
he talks he varies the direct current Howing through his trans
mitter. In order that (b) hear (a), these variations in current 

(.) 

F1 C l-"~ 3.1.--Slmple cord connecting telephone • . 
must reach (b)'s telephone, Instead of reachmg (b) these varia
tions in current pass through battery AB, because of the very low 
internal resistance of the battery. Another way of looking at it 
might be this. With no one speaking at either end, only direct cur
rent from the b.:'ltt{,l'y is Howing in both halves of the line. Now as 
soon as (0) spcnks the cllrrent in his half becomes a pulsating 
current, 01' it could be considered as being two currents, a direct 
current originating at the battery and a n alternating current of 
voice fl"E~quency originating at (a). So fal' as the a lternat ing cur
rent is concerned the battel)' is a direct short. so all of it takes 

0, , 
the path AB rathel' than the pa rallel l.liij,U1 Il'1\ i l;tl!ibo~liIAtelephone (b). 
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44. BoHery feed retordotiDn cDii system.---a. Single coil8.- To pre
vent the battery from providing a short circuit to voice frequency 
currents, an inductance must be put in series with the battery so 
that a high impedance is offered to alternating current and a low 
resistance to direct current. In telephone practice this inductance Is 
called a retardation coil. In order to keep the line balanced the 
retardation coil is divided in two parts. one part in series with each 
battery lead. A cord circuit with a retardation-coil battery feed is 
shown in figure 34. Coils x and y are wound on the same core. One 

(a) (b) 

Tt.· 961 

F'I C," P'~ 3~ .--Cord ci rc u it wIth li ngle retarda tion co li . 
problem in con!'!f'ction with battery feed has been solved but another 
has been introduced. In figure 33 if the lines to (a) and (b) are 
of unequal length, the long line will draw less current than the 
short one; but it is to be noted that since the battery has very low 
resistance the current in one line is independent of the resistance of 
the other line. In figure 34 however, it may be seen that, since the 
retardation coil must have an appreciable resistance. the IR 
drop in the coil will be due to the current fed to both lines, and the 
current in one line is affected by the resistance of the other. The 
direct current flow through a subscriber's transmitter should be the 
same regardless of the line to which the connection is made. 

b. DOllble coils.-If the battery is connected to each line through 
separate retardation coils as shown in figure 35, the current in one 
line is independent of any condition existing on the other half of 
the cord circuit. The capacitors shown are required to provide a low 
impedance path for voice currents through the cord circuit. Coils x 

a8 
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F!(1)1U': 35.-Cord eire llit with dOllble retardation eon •. 

TL-t4JA 

and y are combined on one core; z and w on another core. The re
sistance of the winding should be high enough to prevent excessive 
currents from flowing through short lines. A 48-volt system will 
naturally have higher values of coil resistance than a 24-volt system 
and this helps to maintain a more uniform direct current to all of its 
common-battery lines. It is to be remembered, however, ~hat a high 
resistance line will always draw less transmitter current than a low 
resistance line. This is not serious if kept within proper limits. 

c. Otller features.-So far only the method of connecting the 
battery to the cord circuit has been considered. The cord circuit 
must accomplish several other things, too. The operator must have 
a means of talking with the subscribers, of signaling them, and also 
a means of supervision. 

45. The operotor', telephone lidetone (ir(uit.-The receiver circuit 
of the operator's set is placed directly across the cord circuit by 
means of a listening key just as in a local-battery cord circuit. The 
cord circuit with operator's set added is shown in figure 36. The 
receiver circuit is the same as a local-battery receiver circuit, ex
cept that it contains a capacitor. This capacitor opens the circuit to 
direct current, making it unnecessary to pole the receiver. It also 
insures proper supervision as will be seen later. The central-office 
battery is used in the primary or transmitter circuit. A high resist
ance choke is in series with the battery. This reduces the trans-

3' 
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F"lG lI ~! 3ti.--Cord circIIII with operator", telephone circuit. 
mitter current to the proper value, and also prevents voice pulsa
tions from paR."ing through the battery. The capacitor is in the 
path provided for the voice frequency currents. The transmitter 
circuit is closed a ll the time that the operator's plug is in the jack. 
This may not always be the case, but it is common practice. When
ever tht> operator's plug and jack arrangement is used the trans
mitter is connected to the two tip contacts and the receiver to the 
two sleeve contacts; consequently it does not matter which way the 
plug is inserted in the jack. The operator's set shown employs the 
sidetone telephone circuit. 

46. Signaling circuit.-COmmon-battery cord circuits will always 
have ringing keys, but usually will not be equipped with ring-back 
keys. He-wever, the circuit may be equipped for two- and four-party 
signaling. This will be described later in a separate section. Figure 
31 shows a circuit having the ringing key only. In figure 38 the 
cord circuit has both a ringing and ring-back key. Signaling current 
may be obtainPd from a ringing machine, in which case all the 
operator need do is to operate the ringing key. 

rIG l: RE 37,--Co rd Circul i wllh ringing key. 
47. Supenision.-Supervision in a common-battery switchboard is 

given by two lamps on the plug shelf, one associated with the an
swel"ing cord and the other with the calling corel. These lamps are 
"'xtinguished \Vh~n the hook of the telephone with which they are 

(... f '" 
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associated on a connection is up and they light when the hook is 
depressed. As soon as a party finishes talking and replaces the hand
set on the cradle the supervisory lamp associated with this party 

TO 

TL'1557 

FlCURE 38.- Retardal\on-co!l cord cIrcuit. 
lights. This is accomplished by grounding the sleeve of each line 
jack and placing battery on the sleeve of each plug through the 
lamp and the contacts of the combined retardation coil and super
visory relay. The cord circuit with this supervisory circuit added is 
shown in figure 38. In order to effect supervision each retardation 
coil is c. tandem-wound relay with one break contact which is in 
the sleeve circuit of the cord. If one of the plugs is inserted in the 
jack of an idle line, current will flow through the sleeve circuit and 
light the supervisory lamp. Now if the receiver is removed from the 
hook, current will flow through the retardation-coil winding, 
causing the sleeve circuit to be opened at the relay contacts and the 
l~p to go out. If the receiver is replaced on the hook the super
visory lamp wilJ light again. This is known as open-out supervision 
because it opens the lamp circuit . This retardation-coil cord circuit 
cannot be used with the cut-off relay type of line circuit, because 
as soon as the supervisory lamp circuit is opened, current would 
cease to flow t!lrough the cut-off relay which would release and 
connect ground to one side of the line and battery to the other. On a 
short loop this would bring in the line lamp giving a false signal. The 
circuit can, however, be modified slightly, as shown in figure 39, to 
give correct supervision. Sufficient current is put on the sleeve of the 
plug to hold the cut-off relay operated, but not enough to materially 
affect the lighting of the lamp. 0.... "," 
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FU:'I1u; 39.- R.e\.ardatLon-coU cord clrel1lt with modlned open-out .upervblon 
tor WOe with cut-ott rela)'. 

Note.-The student should assume that the party on the left desires 
to place a call, and follow it through, noting just when certain 
lamps light and go out, when certain relays operate, etc. 

48 . The repeating (oil.-a. General.-In nearly all of the large 
common-battery switchboards, a different type of cord circuit than 
that previously discussed is used. This is known as the repeating-coil 
type. Before going into an explanation of the circuit the character
,tics of the repeating coil should be understood. A repeating coil 
; a very efficient one-la-one ratio, four-winding, transformer. The 
.oils used in cord circuits differ somewhat from the repeating coils 

used for simplex and phantom circuits. The latter coils are efficient 
transformers of ringing frequency as well as voice frequencies, 
and are known as ring-through coils. In a cord circuit it is 
not necessary that the coil used repeat ringing frequency. Such a 
coil is called a non-ring·through coil, and differs from the simplex Ot 

phantom coil in that it has much less iron in the core. 

b. COllstruction.-The core of Western Electric No. 25 repeating 
coil, which is widely used in cord circuits, is made up by winding a 
continuous iron wire in the form of a torus. The four windings, each 
of 21-ohms resistance, are then wound around this core. Figure 40 
shows a schematic diagram of this arrangement. Since the core is 
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FlcUe& 4O.-Sch~m&tlc d1&aram ot • repe&Unl" coli . 

constructed of one wire wound in the form of helix, air gaps are 
introduced in the magnetic circuit, preventing saturation. This 
construction is the equivalent of fine laminations; losses due to 
eddy currents are thus reduced to a minimum, making the repeating 
coil a highly efficient transformer over a wide range of voice fre
quencies. The core and its windings are placed in a pressed steel 
sheU and the shell is filled with insulating compound. In the 25-A 
coil, two coils are mounted on a single wooden base about eleven 
by four · inches and the ends of the windings brought out to lugs 
at one end of the base. In the 25-C coil lugs of each coil are at 
opposite ends. The wiring diagram of the coil is usually stenciled on 
the housing and the terminal lug numbers are stamped in the 
wood of the base. 

c. Representation.-Figure 41 shows the wiring diagram and 
figure 42 the symbolic representation of the connections to the 
coil for use in corel circuits. They can be recalled by remembering 
TL--968 
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the numbers 7 and 11 as the sum of the answering and calling cord 
numbers. It will bE' noted in figure 41 that the fields induced in the 
core by the direct current from the battery are all in the same 
direction, 

An$wt l'lfI9 Coiling 
Cord--'-'-'3:"J Cord 

FIGlinE 42._D!aIil:Tlm or repeatlnlil: co!! connection • • 

49. Explanation of repeating-coil cord circvit.---a. Repeating coil 
action.-There are two ways of looking at the action of a repeating 
coil. Consider the schematic diagram in figure 43. This shows bat
tery being fed to two telephones through a repeating coil just as it 
is when a connection is made using this type of cord circuit. As 
long as neither party talks, only direct current flows in each half 
of the circuit. We may think of the two halves of the circuit as being 
coupled together by a highly efficient one-ta-one transfonner. The 
1-2 and 5--6 windings in a series make up one transfonner winding 

FIG~'U 43.-Schem~ tle d!alil: ram. 

and the 4-3 and i -S windings the other. Now assume (a) speaks. 
This caul'£!S an alternating current of voice frequency to flow in that 
half of the circuit. Assume the first pulse of this alternating current 

be as shown in figure 43 (down through the battery). Then since 
s is a one-to-one ratia transformerUli'rfd'iIlJ'€fV\'€ffiCi'ent it will induce 
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an opposite and equal impulse in the other transformer winding. 
This induced pulse will be up through the battery, hence, the 
resulting change in current through the battery is zero. Thus the 
alternating current in one-half of the circuit will cause a corres
ponding alternating current to flow in the other half, so one party 
will hear what the other says, yet the current through the battery 
itself, which is the part that is common to all cord circuits. remains 
unchanged. 

b. Retardation coil act ion.-There is another way of looking at 
the action of a repeating coil. By referring to figure 41 it will be 
noted that the winding 2-1 is so wound with respect to 6-5 that 
they constitute a retardation coil. Similarly, 3-4 and 7-8 constitute 
another retardation coil. The effect of each of these coils is to 
prevent sudden changes in current flowing through them. But 
considering 1-2 with respect to 3-4. and 5-6 with respect to 7-8, 
each of these pairs combine to form the equivalent of noninductive 
winding, with no reactance to sudden changes in current. Now 
assume an impulse originating at telephone (0), figure 43. This im
pulse enters the repeating coil at 2, but the retardation coil effect 
prevents it from returning by 5 while the noninductive effect allows 
it to leave by 4. It passes through telephone (b) and back to 7 
where the retard effect prevents it from going to 4, while the 
noninductive effect allows it to leave by 5 and back to (0) where it 
originatro. This second explanation agrees exactly with that given 
for the retardation-coil cord circuit. Thus, the repeating coil ac
complishes exactly the same thing as was accomplished by use 
of two retardation coils and two capacitors. 

c. Usc.-The t~pe of battery feed shown by figure 43 is some
times called th~ Hayes system. Figure 44 shows a cord circuit using 
the Hayes system. or repeating coil type of battery feed . 

7 ". 
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SO. Supervbion on repeating-coil cord circuit.-It will be noted that 
the supervision in figure 44 is different (rom that considered previ
ously. It is not possible to utilize the magnetic field of the repeating 
coil to operate armatures, hence, separate supervisory relays are re
quired. Since the windings of these relays are in tlie talking circuit, 
it is necessary to furnish a bypass for voice frequency currents. This 
might be done by use of a capacitor, but this has the disadvantage 
that the IT"actan('( of a capacitor varies with the frequency and a lso 
this would add another piece of equipment. It is common practice to 
use a relay with a noninductive winding in shunt with the pull-up 
winding. The resistance of the noninductive shunt must not be so 
low as to bypass so much direct current that the relay will not 
operate. The relay has a make contact instead of a break. In the 
sleeve circuit th('re a re two parallel branches, one containing the 
supervisory lamp, and the other the make contact and a 40-ohm 
resistor. There is an 83-ohm resistor in series with both, the purpose 
of which is. wi!h the resistance of the cut-off relay of the line cir
cuit, to limit the current through the lamp with the relay contact 
open. The purpose of the 40-ohm resistor is to reduce the current 
through the lamp, when the relay operates; to such a value that the 
lamp will be warm, but will not give off light. This type of super
vision is known as the shunt-out type. It has advantages over the 
open-Ollt type in that the lamp is kept warm and will therefore light 
to full brillianC€ in less time; also the sleeve is never opened 
and therefore, ~l\t-off relay line circuits may be used with it. It can, 
of course, be used with any type of line circuit. It is also possible 
to use open-out supervision with a repeating-coil cord circuit, but 
this is seldom done. 

51. Operator's telephone MI, anti.idelone ·circuU._The operator's 
telephone used on a board equipped with repeating coil circuits may 
be of the same type already described, but usually it is a little more t elaborate in that it uses an antisidetone circuit. A diagram of this 
operator's set is shown in figure 45. The primary circuit is the same 
as the one in tile operator's set already described, except that the 
induction coil winding is really two windings in paraUel. This causes 
a considerable increase in the aiternating current over what it would 
be if the two halves of the coil were in series. Hence, a greater 
electromotive force is induced in the secondary. The important 
differenC€ between this telephone and that previously studied is the 
manner of connE'cting the receiver. The receiver is placed across 
half of the secondary winding and a noninductive resistance of 
about 3iO ohms. This value of resistance is taken as being that of 
the average subscriber loop. Assume the case where this resistance 
R exactly equa!s the (resistance 0JHlv&7Iryoh~~~ber-loop. Then 
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speaking into the operator's transmitter or any noise in the switch
board room will not cause any current to flow through the oper
ator's receiver. This is true because no matter what voltage is in-

• 

I 

. To LI.stenmg Key 

FlcuR.: ":I.---O~rator·. telephone Jet . 
• 

duced in the secondary, the voltages induced in the two halves are 
equal and therefore the two receiver terminals are always at the 
same potential and no current flows through the receiver. This can 
be more easily understood from figure 46. To make the diagram 
Simpler the voltages induced in the secondary have been shown 
by batteries. Since E=E' and R = R', the points A and B are always 
at the same potential. When the subscriber talks, the Source of 
the alternat ing electromotive force is not the operator's primary 
circuit, but the subscriber's telephone and for this the operator's 

R 
A 

I E 

• ,.. 
TL -97.) 

FII;tl U 4G.-Equlvelant anU.ldetone circuit. 

receiver is merely in parallel with half of the coil and R (about 
370 ohms). As the resistance of the receiver is consjderably 
below this . mos t of the alternating current flows through the 
receiver. This type of operator's set can a lso be used with the re
tardation-coil type of cord circuit. 

52. Operation of the repeating-coil cord circuit.- Figure 47 shows two 
substations in an exchange served by a swit.chboard with repeating
coil cord circuits. Each subset is connected to a cut-off relay type of 
line circuit. Assuming that one of these subscribers desires to call 
the other, one may tra~ on the di~rirp, t~.@J fo~rations involved 

\ , 
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in completing the C'all, determining just which relays are operated 
and which lamps are lighted, etc., during each step of the complete 
operation. 

53. Univer~1 cord cir(uit.---a. Need.-On switchboards having both 
common-battery and local-battery lines it is necessary to have a 
COlU circuit which will supply battery to the cornmon-battery lines 
and not to t he local-battery lines. It must also furnish a talking 

• 
channel between two subscribers whether either or both lines are 
common·battery or local-battery. A cord circuit which will do this is 
called a universal cord circuit. In its usual fonn a full univetsal 
cord circuit uses eight or ten relays in each cord circuit. However, 
to conserve space and decrease trouble from relays a simplified cir
cuit is used on army switchboards. Figure 48 shows ~e cord cit· 
cuit used in the TC-l and TC-2. 

48 
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b. Connection to local·battery lines.- (1) incoming calls.-When 
the plug of the answering cord is inserted in the jack of a local· 
battery line circuit the BS relay does not operate since the sleeve 
circuit of the line jack (is\ open. Unde~th(s ~ndition the three 
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windings of the A relay are connected series aiding and remain 
bridged across thp tip and ring of the answering cord for ring-off 
supervision. The operator answers the call with the TALK key in 1 
the operated position. I 

(2) Outgoing caUs.-When the plug of the calling cord is in· 
serted into a jack of a local.battery line circuit the FS relay does not 
operate since the sleeve circuit of the line jack is open. Under this 
condition the three windings of the C relay are connected series 
aiding and r!?main bridged across the tip and ring of the calling cord 
for ring-off supervision. Upon the operation of the ringing key. 
ringing current is applied to the line. While the ringing key is not 
operated, the talldng key is operated so that the operator may know 
when the call is answered at the distant end of the line, since no 
supervision is obtained when the call Is answered. 

(3) Completion of conversation.-When a conversation is com· 
pleted. ringing current should be applied to the Jine by either tele
phone user in the case of a line-to.line connection or by the distant 
switchboard operator in case of a switchboard-to-switchboard con
nection. Ringing current over the line associated with the answering 
cord operates the A relay. and ringing current over the line associ· 
ated with the calling cord will operate the C relay. causing the recall 
lamp to flash. 

c. Connection to common-battery lines.-(1) Incoming callB.
When the plug of the answering cord is inserted in the jack of a 
common-battery line in response to a call, the BS relay operates, 
due to the ground on the line jack sleeve. and the supervisory lamp 
associated with the answering cord lights. The operation of the BS 
relay connects ground and battery respectively, to the tip and ring 
of the cord through the No.1 and No.2 windings of the A relay • . 
thus providing for transmitter battery through the common.battery 
line circuit. The A relay operates since the circuit through its 
windings is completed at the distant telephone. The operation of the 
A relay short circuits the supervisory lamp, thus extinguishing the 
lamp by shunt-out supervision. The operator answers the call with 
the TALK key in the operated position. 

(2) Outgoing coils.-When the plug ot the calling cord is inserted 
in a common-battery line circuit jack the FS relay operates and the 
associated supervisory lamp lights in series with the li'S relay. The 
operation of the FS relay connects ground and battery respectively. 
to the tip and ring of the calling cord through the No.1 and the 
No.2 windings of the C relay. Upon the operation of the ringing 
key. ringing current is applied to the line. When the called telephone 
answers, the C relay operates and shorts circuits the supervisol')l 
~amp. thus extinguishing ' hr lamp. 0.... " ... 
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(3) Completion of conversation.-When a conversation Is com
pleted the parties hang up and the circuit is broken at the telephone 
hook switch or lever switch in the telephone thus causing the A 
or C relay to release which in tum causes the associated super
visory la mp to light. Removal of the plug from the jack releases the 
BS or FS relay and extinguishes the supervisory lamp, thereby 
restoring the circuit to nonnal. 

54. Questions fo· self-ellaminotion.-
1. What additional function must the cord circuit perfonn In 

common-battery telephony over those it perfonned in local-battery 
telephony? 

2. Why is it that a circuit connecting two common-battery 
telephones with a storage battery only across its center will not 
give satisfactory transmission from one telephone to the other? 

3. Why will not a system of battery feed in which both loops are 
fed through thf> same inductance coils work satisfactorily? 

4. Draw a diagram of the retardation coil system of battery 
feed. 

5. What Is a repeating coil? 
6. Explain the action of a repeating coil in a cord circuit. 
7. Draw a di:.:.gram of the repeating coil system of battery feed. 
8. What two keys are associated \\lith each cord circuit? 
9. What is the purpose of the two capacitors in the retardation

coil cord circuit? 
10. What type of supervision is usually oSed on a retardation type 

of cord circuit? 
11. What battE'ry is used in the operator's telephol'\e? 
12. What is the purpose of the capacitor in the operator's primary 

circuit? 
13. Why is thl:' retardation coil placed in series with the battery! 
14. What is the pU!l)OSe of the capacitor in the operator's 

secondary circuit? 
15. What type of supervision is usually "S~d in the lepeatlng.col.l 

cord circuit? 
16. Why is there a noninductive winding on the supervisory 

relay? 
17. What is the purpose of the 40-0hm resistors in the repeating

coil cord circuit? 
18. Explain the opemtion of the antisidetone operator's sft. 
19. Why is the primary coil split and the two halves placed in 

para llel? 
20. What is the purpose of the resistor in the operator's second-

ary circuit? 
21. What is a universal cord circuit? 
22. How is b.:J.ttery fed to the common-battery lines ? 
23. What are the two principle functionK of the A relay? 
24. What is th~ functiOrl of the FS reJi.l . .y,~\m ()f~l;i:ORN IA 

• 
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SECTION VIII 
TRUNK CIRCUITS 

Private branch exchanges . 
Problcms encountered In trunklng , 
Types of trunks 
Two·way ring-down trunk 
Two·way automatic trunk _ 
Onc·way automatic. one·way rlng·down trunk 
Operation o r the trunk 
R('pcat ing·coil trunks 
Operation-incoming call 
Opci"a!ion-outgoln{i call 
Supervision 
Variation of trunk ci rcuits 
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Q\.:cstions foJf self·pxamination . . , . _ . . .. 

.55. Private bran(h exchangel.- There is need for interconnection 
between switchboards , whether they are exchange switchboards or 
Me the smaller switchboards serving business houses, factories, aM 
other plants requiring more than a few telephones. The latter 
switchboard is known as a private branch or PBX. In view of tht 
simila rity between the relations of these tributary switchboards 
to the e_'{change switchboards and the relations of anny post 
te!ephone systems to commercial exchanges, the telephone company 
consirlers service to army switchboards as PBX service. The princi 
pal difference between army post systems and PBX's is that ~ 
former are usu311y owned, operated, and maintained by the anny. 
\\'hile the latter a re rented from the telephone company and art 

maintained by them; and that where several army posts are close 
togcther . they are often interconnected by telephone lines . 

.56. Problerns encount...-ed in tn.mking.- In developing the circuits for 
terminating the lines interconnecting switchboards. which art 
kno\\'l1 as trtlnks. the larger switchboard will be refeiled to as an 
e.'\chan.~f' switchboard, and the smaller as the PBX. The problem 
in tnmking is to provide for signaling and for supervision, withoul 
loweri ng effiCiency of transmission and without requiring any cit
partw'(' at the ex~hange switchboard from the routine in handlinr 
sc, '\'ice to subscriber lines. Trunk circuits vary In complexity witll 
thC' conditions which must be met in solving the problem. The dr· 
cui ts on the exchange switchboard , the circuits in the PBX, tht 
I"('sistan('c and length of the trunk line and the nature of the serviC( 
to be given over the trunk are some of the features causing the \\;dI: 
v<1l'icty of circuit !" which are used. 

57. Types of trunkl.-There are two-way trunks and one-\l"8~ 

t nml;s. The former are equipped with a s ignal at each end, while tht 
latter h il\'f' a signal a t the switchboard on which they appear as ar 
incom ing trunk and have only '-'tJ~~ye.J~.t~&;~~~witchboard on whid 
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they appear as an outgoing trunk. Both eJasses may be automatic or 
may be ring-down and the two-way trunk may also be automatic 
one-way and ring-down the other. An automatic trunk is one which 
will bring in the signal as soon as the distant operator connects to 
it; and a ring-down trunk is one which requires that the distant 
operator send out ringing current to bring. In the signal. 

58. Two-wCll' rinv-down trvnk.-Flgure 49 shows a two-way ring
down trunk with ring-down drops as signals. The capacitors are cut 
in to avoid giving false supervision due to the bridging of the drop 
across the distant end of the line before the called switchboard. 
answers. The two sides of the line are reversed so that the batteries 
at the two switchboards will be In series and not opposing each 
other. Were the batteries in opposition, no current would flow and 
there would be no supervision. With the batteries aiding each other, 
there are certain disadvantages. In the first place, the 48 volts of 
battery causes twice as much current as that for which the circuit 
was designed, un!ess the trunk is longer than the average subscriber 
loop. This is wasteful of battery energy, may burn out apparatus, 
and may cause !>3.turation of repeating coil cores. If the grounds are 
not at the same potential, there will be unbalance of current in the 
line and this will probably cause noise. Figure 50 shows the methgd 
of using that circuit with the lamp type of signal. It is necessary to 

F u;:un 491- Two·way tlng·down U·\IJ\k with drope. 

n · 980 

F'<:URE SO.- Two-way rlnR-dnwn trunk with l amllS. 

provide a holding winding on the lamp relay, and to enable current 
to reach ground through the sleeve to break the holding circuit. 
Cut-off relays could be used instead of cut-off jacks in this circuit. 

. , an.. " ... 
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FleUR!: 51._ Two-w1I.Y lI.utomll.tk trunk. 
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59. Two-woy outomotic trvnk.-Figure 51 shows the circuit of a 
two-way automatic trunk which is often used as an intefllOSition 
trunk. As can be seen from the figure it is composed of two line cir
cuits, with the ground removed from the cut-otr contact. As shown, 
one line circuit is of the cut-otr relay type and the other of the cut
off jack type, but the arrangement is applicable to any type of line 
circuit. This should not be used with a retardation coil cord circuit 
at either end, as it might give improper supervision. 

60. One-woy oulomotic, on ___ y ring down tnmk.-Figure 52 shows 
a trunk circuit which is automatic one-way and ring-down the 
other. The equipment at the exchange end is an ordinary line cir-

TL 963 
FIGliMg 52,~One·"'ay lI.utomlltk. one,wllY rlng'Qown tNlnk . 

cuit. Some army post systems are connected to commercial systems 
by trunks similar to the above. They are automatic outgoing from 
the army board and ring.down incoming. The advantage of this lies 
in the fact that the operation at the commercial exchange end is the 
same as for a li ne circuit, and it is possible to group the army post 
trunks with the commercial subscriber lines. This secures better 
service than would be obtained if it were necessary to bring them 
in on a rural or other position; however a repeating coil cord circuit 
should be used at each end of this trunk. 

61. Operotion of the trunk.-When the exchange operator plugs in 
on this trunk to ring, her calling supervisory light comes in because 
the circuit through the E-4 relay is open to direct current, due to 
the capacitor, but when she rings, ringing current passes through 
the capacitor and relay and rings up the armature. Closing of the 
elay contact permits currenlio ft0'll'NI$RAAidKikLlW",liilelay contact, and 
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the additional br<'ak contact on the jack, to a point where it divides 
and a portion lights th~ lamp, and the remainder holds up the relay 
by action of the 250-ohm holding coil. Thus the ringing brings in 
the signal and it is held in. When the anny operator connects to the 
jack he opens the cut-off contacts, removing the E- 4 relay and 
capacitor from across the line and substitutes therefor the tip and 
ring conductoNi of his cord circuit; he also opens the additional 
break contact of the jack which releases the holding winding and 
opens th~ lamp circuit. The army exchange battery, poled to assist 
the exchange battery, closes out supervision at the exchange and 
holds out supervision at the army switchboard. When the conversa
tion is concluded and the connection taken down at either end, 
supervision is brought in at the other end because the circuit goes 
open. When the army exchange initiates a call, the trunk equip
ment is cut off by plugging in and the line lamp is brought in at the 
distant exchange, without ringing 

62. Repeating-c;oil tn,"kI.-Every circuit thus far shown requires I 
the proper poling of the circuit for additive connection of the bat
tery and, as explained, there is a circuit unbalance if the grounds , 
are of unequal potential. This inequality of potential may be quite , 
pronounced near cities due to the power and traction systems. To 
avoid this condition, it is necessary to cut a repeating coil into .the 
trunk circuit, which opens the line and destroys supervision unless 
~ome s teps are taken to overcome this condition. The principle rea-
son for more or less complex trunk circuits is the necessity for pro
viding for separation of battery and at the same time retaining 
supervision. Figure 53 illustrates a one-way automatic one-way 
ring-down trunk circuit which accomplishes this. Before describing 
the operation of this circuit, the equipment involved in the circuit 
will be discussed. The jack required is a special jack with one make 

• 
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F'tr:lTU M .- Commor.-tNlUery repeulnl coli t runk ci rcuit. 
contact and one-break contact. However, a relay with one make con
tact could be used In the sleeve circuit of the jack to accomplish 
the same thing if the cord circuit used at the local switchboanl 
has shunt-out or modified open-out supervision. The R relay is 
a ring-down relay with one contact and a double winding. The 
extra winding acts with the contact to lock the relay in the 
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operated position. The H (holding) relay provides a direct 
current path through the circuit for current from the distant 
switchbcard and extends supervision to the local switchboard. The 
S (signaling) relay controls the current from the distant switch
board and by opening and closing the direct current circuit at the 
proper time it extends automatic supervision and slgnaJing to the 
distant switchboard. The l~ capacitors between the repeating 
coils provide a low impedance path for voice currents but offer rela
tively high impedance to ringing current, consequently ringing cur
rent will flow back around through the R relay and the 2~ 
capacitor. The 2;« capacitor opens the ring-down circuit to direct 
current so that relay S will have full control over Signaling and 
supervision to the distant switchboard. When the repeating coil
type 'trunk circuit is used at the locaI9Yo'itchboard it is, in all cases, 
connected directly to a ~mmon-battery line circuit. Under no cir
C'Umstances should two trunk circuits of this type be connected to
gether at opposite ends of a line. 

63. Operation incoming calL-Refer to figure 53 and assume that 
a subscriber connected to the distant switchboard desires to call a 
local subscriber. The distant operator answers the call in the usual 
way and then inserts the calling plug in the line jack connected 
through the line to the local trunk circuit and rings. The ringing 
current causes the R relay to operate and close its contact. This con
tact connects ground to the lamp and the holding winding on the R 
relay. The relay will now remain in the operated position and the 
signal light will burn until the holding circuit is broken. When the 
local operator inserts the plug in the trunk jack one contact is 
broken and another one is made. When the lower contact is broken, 
ground is removed from the lamp and the holding winding of relay 
R, extinguishing the lamp and allowing the relay to drop back to 
nonnal. When the upper contact on the jack makes, a ground con
nection is placed on the winding of relay S causing it to operate. 
When the S relay operates, a direct current path is provided through 
the H relay for current from the distant switchboard; thus the 
direct current loop is closed and the supervisory lamp on the dis
tant swiichboard is extinguished. This same current passing through 
the H ~lay causes It to operate, closing the local direct current loop 
through the 2S0-ohm resistor, and extinguishes the local super
visory lamp. The circuit is now completely set up and the local op
erator can determine what is wanted and proceed to complete the 
0811. 

64 . Ope.otion outgoing call.- When the call originates locally 
the operation is slightly di fferent. When the local operator plugs 
into the trunk jack, the make contact places ground on thl? winding 
of the S relay which operates. closing the direct current loop to the 
distant swit-.:hboard and lighting the line lamp at the distant switch-

5i Or •.•. 1< .. 
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board. If the line circuit of the distant switchboard uses a line relay, 
the current from this source will not operate relay H so that the lo
cal supervisory lamp will remain lighted. until the distant operatcr 
places the plug of the cord circuit into the line circuit jack. This 
will then operate relay H , extinguishing the local supervisory lamp 
and the circuit is ready for the conversation. 

65. 5upervi~on.-When the distant operator disconnects from the 
line, the additionel resistance of the line relay reduces the current 
to a value where 1 he H relay will drop back to normal, opening the 
local direct current loop and causing the local supervisory lamp to 
light. When the local operator disconnects first, ground is remov~ 
from th~ winding of the S relay, allowing it to drop back to normal, 
opening the direct current loop 10 the distant switchboard and 
causing its supervisory lamp to light. 

66. Variation of trunk cir(uils.-The trunk circuit just discussed is 
typical of one-way automatic one-way ring-down repeating-coil 
t runks, which are to be found on many switchboards, but it is sub
ject to many variations and extensions. These variations may run 
from very complex circuits using six or more relays, to the very 
simple, using aile relay and giving only one-way supervision. It is 
beyond the scope of this text to include a discussion of these many 
variations. 

67. Questions for Hlf-examination.-
1. What is a PBX? 
2. What is a trunk circuit? 
3. Explain the difference between a two-way and a one-way 

trunk. 
4. Explain the difference between a ring-down and an automatic 

trunk. 
5. Draw a diagram of a two-way ring-down trunk using drops 

as signals 
6. Could lamps have been used as signals in the above circuit? 
7. Where ar{' two-way automatic trunks often used? 
8. Draw a diagram of t wo line ci rcuits and connect them to

gether to f()!·m a two-way automatic tnmk. 
9. What type of trunk is usually used between a large exchange 

and a PBX? Why? 
10. Why are the tip and ring of the line connecting the two 

switchboarus r2vr-rsro in a t\\"o-\\·ay automatic trunk? 
11. Is the same type oi repeating coil used in the repeat ing-coil 

trunk circuit as is used ill cord circuits? 
12. Refer to fig. 53 fOl" the following questions : 
u. What is the pu\·pose of the capaci tor in series with the R 

-lay? 0.... " ... 
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b. Should it be larger or smaller than the capacitor in series 
with the repeating coil? Why? 

c. Which piece of apparatus, by its operation, puts out the trunk 
lamp? 

d. Explain the operation of this trunk circuit for an out-going 
call. 

6. Explain the operation or the trunk circuit for an incoming 
call. 

1. Which relay is a marginal relay? 
g. Why must this relay be marginal ? 

59 
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SECTION IX 
SELECTIVE RINGING 
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6'. Party lin.s.-In anny and commercial telephone systems it 
often becomes necessary, in order to conserve plant facilities, to con
nect two or more telephones to the same line. Such lines are called 
party Jines. Commercial companies use two- and four-party lines 
extensively. Su-::h subscribers are given a lower rate, because there 
are some disadvantages to party line service. If all substations are 
connected to the line in the ordinary manner and code ringing is 
used to designate which substation is called, each subscriber on the 
line must listen every time the bells ring and identify his calling 
code. Because of code ringing the work of the operator Is increased 
<rnd the subscriber answering time is longer. The frequent ringing 
of the telephone is annoying and disturbing. Because of the fa ct 
that several ringers are bridged across the line, transmission losses 
are incf':.'asro. On such a line there is nothing to prevent any of the 
subscribers from listening to conversations of others. A subscriber 
on a party line can call or be called only when the line is not in use 
by other parties. 

There are two general methods by which conditions on party 
lines as outlined above may be improved. The first Is by use of a 
lock-out system and the second is selective Signaling. 

69. lock-o ... t systems.- A lock-out system makes the line available 
to only one subscriber at a time but the means to accomplish this 
must be complicated. Its cost and maintenance are so great that the 
saving effected in plant facilities is in general less than the cost of 
the equipment. For this reason such systems are very seldom used. 

70. Selective signaling.- Loek-out systems afford absolute secrecy. 
but a selective ringing system provides a measure of secrecy by 
calling ('nly onp station without disturbing the others. Selective 
ringing require:;; only minor changes in substation equipment. and 
but little additional equipment at the cent ral office. There are three 
different methods of select ive ringing. namely: ringing to ground. 
pulsating ringing, and harmonic ringing, 
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71 . Ringing to ground.-a. Operatw?I.-This system is used ex
tensively on two ·party lines. Figure 54 shows the ringing key part 
of the cord and the way in which the two subsets are connected to 
the line for this method of signaling. One of the subsets is con
nected with L2 to the tip side of the line and the other with L~ to 
the ring side. On(> side of the ringer of each set, instead of being 

HI 
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n"UR!: 54.-Two·party r!l\l!ng to (l:1"(/\ln\1. 

connect€d to L" is connected to the ground terminal which is in 
turn wired to ground at the protector. At the switchboard, the ring
ing machine has: one side grounded and the other side to the t .... ,o 
ringing keys. The keys are arranged so that the one with the red 
handle will send current out on the tip side of the line, ringing one 
of the pR.rties, and the one with the black handle will send current 
out over the ring side and ring the other party. The key with the 
black handle thrown in the opposite direction is the listening key. 
In Western Electric switchboards there is a device connected to the 
two ringing keys to show black when one key is operated and white 
when the other one is operated. This infonns the operator at a 
glance which key to use to ring the party a second time. 

b. AnllY boards provided with selective ringing.-The army 
boards BD-80 and BD-89 provide for ringing to ground over either 
the tip ('1' ring side of the line. Normally the tip side of the line is 
connected to the grounded side of the 20-cycle supply. By reversing 
the ma5;ter ring key the grounded side of the 20-cycle supply is con· 
nected to the ring side of the line. 

72. Selectiye ringing with pulsating current.--a. Biased ringers.-Be
fore explaining this method of selective ringing it might be well to 
show how an ordinary SA ringer can be made to operat~ 9n pulsat· 
ing current. This can be done by biasing the ringer, that' is, by at· 
taching a coil spring to one end of the annature as shown in figure 
55. Assume th l'! pulsating current to flow in the direction indicated. 
This current alwe.ys continues in this direction, but varies in ampli· 
tude at regular intervals. Thus the polarity of the electromagnets 
would always be as shown in figure 55 and the end A of the arma
ture would always be attracted and the striker would rest against 
gong G'I' But by using a biasing spring connected as shown, the ten· 
sian of this spring can be so adjusted that during the interval when 
the curr:mt is small. the pull of the spring exceeds that of the elec· 
tromagnets and the striker will hit C\. The next instant the current 
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increases and the pulJ of the electromagnets exceeds that of the 
• spring, causing the striker to hit Gl . Thus it will be seen that by 

adding this biasing spring and adjusting it, the SA ringer can be 

G, 

r=:-:i\\ 

Blo"mg 
Spring 

nr:uR.!: ~._WCllt"'m El~trlc Co. 8A rln;:er. 

made to operate on pulsating current. 
b_ Circuit operation.- Figure 56 illustrates the line and cord cir

cuit arrangements for ringing with pulsating current. In this case 
both subsets are connected with L , to tip and Ll to ring. Both ring
ers are biased and are connected between L, and ground in each 
case, but have their tenninals interchanged so that one will respond 
to positive pulsating current and the other to negative. If the ringers 
were connected between ring and ground on common-battery sys
tems, without a capacitor, direct current would flow from the ring 
side through the ringer to ground and bring in the line lamp penna
nently. It is impracticable to ring with pulsating current through a 
capacitor, so that four-party ringing can be used only on local
battery systems when this method is used. 

-, J 
...L - -

• 

F,GU Nt: :I6._Tv.·o-p3.rty rInging pulsa l lng current. 

73. Four-party leledive ringing.--a. Relay8.-Although four-party 
selective ringin~ is seldom seen in an anny system it is used a great 
deal commercially. The four telephones are all connected with L, 
to tip and Ll to ring. Each telephone contains a relay which is con
nected between the capacitor and L, . This relay operates on alter
nating ringing current and..has one ~al~JMi'iUi\-~Ft~lJ;b,\~ make contact 
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is in series with the ringer. All ringers are biased. Two of the ring. 
ers are connected between tip and ground, one of these will operate 
on pbsitive puhnting current and the other on negative. The other 
two rinr;crs are betwen ring and ground, and one of these will oper· 
ate on positive pulsating: current and the other on negative. Figure 
57 shows the way the four telephones are connected and the way 
ringing current is placed on the line. Each ringing key consists of a 

zo_ 

TL '4f41J 
' ,,,,'OF. ~',_F'our,party rlngln r wltl1. rela)'., 

master key and foul' plunger keys, These plunger keys are marked 
W, R, J, M, respectively, and when anyone is depressed it locks 
and remain down until another is depressed. One button connects 
positive pulsating current to the tip contact of the master key; an
other negative ru!~at ing current to the tip contact : another posi, 
tive pulsating Cllrren t to the ring contact ; and the fourth, negative 
pulsating CUiTen! to the ring contact. Alternating current is also 
connected across the tip and ring contacts of the master key. To call 
any party the o~l'a!or presses the proper key which connects pul· 
sating current of proper polarity to the proper side of the master 
key. The master key is then operated and this places alternating 
("IIiTent through alt of the relays causing the four to operate and 
mal,e their res!Jcctive contacts. bul since pulsating current was ap' 
plic<d 10 onl~1 on(' side of the line 1'I.nd Ih1'l.t of only one polarity, only 
th<' one ringer will operate, the other three remaining silent . The 
g"l'Ollllding of the ring side of the line during ringing is not objection-

~ , 
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able because the cut-off relay has removed battery from the line 
and the master key has removed battery from the calling cord. 
When ringing on a single-party line the alternating current oper
ates the ringer instead of the relay. 

b. Gas tubes-Four-party selective ringil1g.-A more recent de
\'plopment in four-party selective ringing employs a cold cathode, 
gas filled tube which replaces the relay and also eliminates the con
denser iT! the ringing circuit of the subset. The tube is interchange
able with the relay and no change is necessary on the cord circuit 
at the central office. The 20-cycle a-c voltage applied to the line to 
operate the relay, however, is not required in this system. The tube 
contains three elements, a control anode, cathode and an anode, 
and its characteristics are such that a potential of 75 volts applied 
across the cathode and control anode will ionize the gas so that 
the tube will conduct current. The tube Is also a rectifier since no 
current will flow between the anode and cathode except when the 
anode is made positive with respect to the cathode. Figure 58 shows 
a four-party line employing gas tubes in the ringing circuits. The 
tubes perform the same function as the relay in figure 57. When 
the gas in the tube is ionized, the ringer circuit is completed through 
the tube. The 150,OOO-ohm resistor in series with the control anode 
limits the current flowing between control anode and cathode. Pu)
sating voltage applied across either tip or ring and ground will 
ionize the gas of the tubes connected to that side of the line, and 
current will flow through the ringer circuit where the anode of the 
tube is made positive with respect to the cathode. Whether the 
anode or cathode of the tube is connected to the line or ground is 
detennined by the bias of the ringers. One of the ringers on the tip 
side of the line will respond to negative and the other to positive 
current. Those on the ring side are also biased oppositely. The ad
vantage in using the gas tube is that the tube requires no mainten
ance, has a long life, occupies less space in the subset, and is less 
expensive. 

t",..o_t2_~ 
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F'GI'RE 58.-Follr.party ringing ullng ill' tubes. 

74. Harmonic ringing.-There is another four-party selective ring
Ing system called harmonic ringing. The ringers of the subsets are 
connected across the line but these ringers are of a somewhat 
different design than that shown in figure 55. The armature, instead 
of being pivoted, can be moved only because of the spring in the 
clapper rod. This rod is mounted as a reed and each of the clappers 
for a given line has a different weight. The weight of each clapper 
is such that the frequency of vibration of the rod is that of one of 
the frequencies of alternating current generated, and the selection 
of frequencies for ringing is controlled by a key similar in design 
to that used in the four-party pulsating system. Instead of con· 
necting ringing current to one side of the line only with the other 
side grounded, the key in this instance connects the ringing current 
across both tip and ring contacts of the master key. The frequencies 

66 
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are either 16.6, 33.3, 50, and 66.6 or are 30, 42, 54, and 66. All 
ringers receive ringing current each time the line is rung, but only 
that ringer which is tuned to the frequency connected to the line 
responds. Ringing machines and ringers with this system must be 
closely adjusted and maintenance is high. 

75. Patty lines in anny systems.-In army practice party line service 
is usually only a temporary expedient, the necessity for which 
ceases when adequate plant facilities are available. By confining the 
party line service to unimportant and little used telephones, usually 
code ringing or ringing to ground will prove satisfactory. 

76. Questions for Mlf·exomination.-
1. What is a party line? 
2. What is meant by code ringing? 
3. Give two disadvantages of code ringing. 
4. Name two methods.by which these disadvantages may be 

overcome. 
5. What is a lock-out system? 
6. Why are not lock-out systems in more common use? 
7. What is meant by selective signaling? 
8. Name three methods of accomplishing selective ringing. 
9. Show by means of a diagram how you would connect two 

telephones to a line so as to obtain selective ringing using only alter
nating current. 

10. Draw a diagram of the ringing key combination that will 
accomplish the above. 

11. Draw a diagram of a polartzed ringer, equip the ringer so that 
it will operate on pulsating current and show the direction of the 
current through the windings for proper operation. 

12. Show by means of a diagram a schematic of the line and cord 
('i rcuit arrangement for two-party selective ringing using pulsating 
current. 

13. Why is it that you cannot ring through a capacitor with pul
sating current? 

14. Explain operation of four-party selective ringing employing 
relays in subset. 

15. What are the advantages of the gas tube over the relay used 
in the subsets in four-party selection? 

16. Explain operation of four-party selective ringing employing 
gas tubes in subsets. 

17. What is harmonic ringing? 
18. What is a serious disadvantage of harmonic ringing? 
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SECTION X 
AUXILIARY CIRCUITS 

Auxiliary circuits ' .. , _ ..... :.~.gT.1f!J 
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77. A!,IxiliClry circ",ils.- The circuits additional to those already de
scribed are called auxiliary or miscellaneous circuits. It wilt be 
noted that certain of these may be common to both small nonmul
tiple switchboards and larger multiple switchboards. Also these cir
cuits are either in the nature of refinements In the case of non
multiple boards or additions to multiple boards performing func
tions of a more complex nature. 

The bJlowing is a list of the more general of these circuits: 
Auxiliary circuit GeneraUy used with 

Line-pilot circuit Multiple or nonmultiple board 
Supervisory-pilot circuit ........ 
Night-alarm circuit .. " .. " 
Generator-switching circuit .... .. .. 
Battery-switching circuit Nonmultip!e board 
Transfer circuit Multiple or nonmultiple board 
Conference circuit 
Order-wire clrcu(t 
Test-cord circuit 
Wire chief's order-wire circuit 
Fuse-alarm circuits 
Peg count 
Position and master clock circuit 
Supervisor's circuit 
Monitoring circuit 
Busy-back circuit 
Trouble-tone circuit 
Howler-cord circuit 

.. " " " 
Multiple board 

" " 
" " 

Multiple or nonmultlple board 
Multiple board 

" .. 
" " 
" " 
" " 
" " 
" " 
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78. Line-pilot (ircuit.-On a busy switchboard some of the line 
lamps are ()('casionally obscured by the cords to other lines. If one 
of these hidden lamps should come on, the operator might overlook 
it and thus delay service on the call. The line pilot lamp is arranged 
to light every time that any line lamp comes in and this prominently 
placed signal light informs the operator that some party desires to 
place a call. The circuit by which this is accomplished is known as 
the line-pilot circuit. Figure 59 shows one type of circuit, and ex
amination of thi!; circUit reveals the fact that the battery side of all 
line lamps is connected to battery through a line-pilot relay. This 
relay is energized all the time that any line lamp is lighted. The 
armature of this relay closes a circuit through the line-pilot lamp 
causing it to light. 

1+ 
FleUR" 59,-Common_b~ttery .w!tcllboard circuit •. 

79. S ... pervisory-pilot circ ... it.-When traffic through a switchboard 
is light, the operator is apt to overlook supervisory lights as they 
come in, and it is considered desirable to provide a pilot for those 
lights. Toll switchboards are generally arranged so that the pilot 
comes on when any supervisory Signals come in, while in local 
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switchboards it lights only when an answering supervisory light 
comes on. Figure 59 shows retardation type of cord circuit equip
ped with a supervisory pilot that will light each time an answering 
supervisory lamp is lighted. This pilot circuit is connected to the 
night alarm circuit which is common to the board. Shunt type cord 
circuits are not arranged for supervisory pilot circuits, because of 
the fact that if several cord circuits were up in connection, sufficient 
current would be flowing to hold the pilot relay operated, thus giv
ing a false pilot signal. 

80. Night-alarm circuit.- The flow of current to each pilot light is 
over a common lead which goes to ground through the winding of 
the night-alarm relay. Thus, this relay will operate and remain op
erated as long as either pilot lamp is lighted. This closes a circuit 
which contains a key and a signaling device in series across a source 
of electromotive force. When the key is open no current will flow to 
operate the signaling device, but when the key is closed the signaling 
device will operate. This night-alarm key permits the operator to 
silence the night-alarm signal while he is at the switchboard, and to 
arrange for it to ring and call him to the switchboard during 
periods when traffic is light and does not requi~ his full time 
at the switchboard. It will be noted that there is a selector switch 
in the night alarm circuit shown in figure 59 and that this switch 
permits the operator to cut either a ringer or a vibrating bell into 
the night-alarm circuit as the signal. 

81. Generotor-switching circuit.- The generator-switching circuit of 
a common-battery switchboard serves the same purpose as on a 
local-battery switchboard. A key allows the operator to transfer the 
normal ringing power source to an emergency source. This emer
gency source may be another power ringing supply or a hand 
generator. Figure 60 shows a typical arrangement of a generator
switching circuit. 

'Y -
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82. la"ery-5Witching drcuit_-Not all small switch boards are oper
ated throughout the twenty-four hours of the day. Commercial 
PBX switchboards are usually equipped so that the operator can 
cut off battery and ground ~hen taking the board out of service. 
The battery-switching circuit is not used on many army switch
boards, unless they are installed as branch exchanges in office 
buildings or arsenals, etc. 

83. Transfer circuit.-This circuit is for the interconnection of 
positions to enable several positions to be handled by one operator 
when the load is light. The circuit is similar to that used for the 
same purpose in local-battery switchboards. Throwing of the trans
fer key ruts the operator's telephone circuits together, enabling an 
operator on anyone position to talk to subscribers over cords of 
the other positions. 

84. Cenf,"".nc. circuit.-If the type of service at a telephone central 
requires a circuit common to a calling party and two or more 
called parties, a ~witchboard with a conference circuit will be used. 
Figure 61 shows a typical conference circuit with five jacks. Such 
an arrangement would allow a conference between the calling party 

CJ CJ , , , , , , 
n'4140 

FleUR! 61 .--Conteren.,.. clf"1:ult. 
and four called parties. All lines plugged into this circuit will be in 
parallel and therefore conversation is possible between all parties 
so connected. Army common-battery switchboards having con
ference circuits are BD-80 and BD-89. 

85. Order-wire drcuit._ An operator receiving a local call which 
must be trunked to another exchange for completing must make 
known to the operator at the other end of the trunk circuit the 
~umber desired by the calling party. If a separate means of talk
l~g ~tween the two operators is to be provided, then auxiliary 
CIrcUIts are necessary. These circuits connect the telephone sets of 

Cal/!;9 Office ! Ca//ej O/I'c<' 
~/~ - - i - - -==:..:..., 

( Ircvil 
Keys!! i 
., 6 6 , "so OperalorS 
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the two operators toge~her. Since one way tronking is more general, 
the ordf'r wire circuit is established by an order wire key at the 
switchboard of the caHing office. Figure 62 is a schematic 
of a typical order wire circuit between exchanges A and B. It 
is to be noted that straight forward tronking, discussed in section 
XV, is superseding the order wire circuit for tronking operation. 
Similar order wire circuits may be used between operators of a 
multiple A switchboard, or between operators of an A board and a 
B board (see section XIV for usages of A and B boards). 

86. Test-cord tircuit.-A local exchange of any size will have a 
test board for testing local lines and line equipment. 

It is necessary in this case that provision be made to connect 
any line appearing on the switchboard to the testboard for test pur
poses. The circuit for such connections is provided by one or more 
test cords at each of one or more positions on the switchboard. One 
end only of the test cord circuit appears in the form of a plug at 
the swi!chboard. The other end of this circuit terminates at the 
test boal'd. Thus, at the direction of the person at the test board, 
any line circuit may be brought into the test board. It is now ap
parent that some means of communication between the test board 
and switchboard is needed. This need is filled by the wire chief's 
order-wire circuit which is taken up in the next paragraph. 

87. Wire chief', ord.r-wir. cir(1,lit.-This circuit is similar to the one 
discussed in paragraph 85 as far as operation is concerned. The 
order wire key for completing the circuit is at the test board and 
there will be a key for each position which has test cords. 

88. fU5e-alarl'll circuit.- When a fuse-alarm circuit is incorporated 
in a s\l.;tchboard it is used to indicate a blown fuse on the battery 
supply line to cord circuits and other fused battery circuits. This 
alarm circuit is designed to close a common alarm circuit when 
any fuse blows. Thus the fact that a circuit has lost battery supply 
is indicated. Figure 63 shows a type of fuse-alarm circuit. Figure 
73, paragraph 104, section XII shows the type of fuse used and the 
operation of the fuse in the alarm circuit. 

rlf.UftF. 63.-ruse·a larm ~Ir~u l l. 
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19. O'*' ... circuih.-The following list includes other auxiliary cir
cuits wbich are beyond the scope of this text. (Brief mention is 
made of these in section XIV.) 

, Peg-rount circuit 
P08ition· and maater-clock circuit 
Supervisor's circuit 
Monitoring circuit 
Busy-back circuit 

90. ave.tians for Mlf-examlnatlon.-
1. What is an auxiliary circuit? 
2. Name five auxiliary circuits usually found on a nonmultiple 

switchboard. 
3. What is a line-pilot circuit? 
4. What is the purpose of the above circuit? 
5. What is the purpose of the supervisory-pilot circuit? 
6. Do all switchboards contain a supervisory-pilot circuit? 
7. Why is It not practicable to have a supervisory-pilot circuit 

on a switchboard with the shunt-out type of supervision? 
8. Draw a diagram of a line circuit including line-pilot circuit 

and night-alarm circuit. Make your line circuit of the cut-off jack ,,,,,. 
9. Draw a diagram of a simple generator-switching circuit. 

10. \\bat is a transfer circuit? 
11. What is the purpose of the conference circuit? 
12. What is on" method used to provide communication between 

calling and called office operators when a trunking connection is to 
be made? . 

13. What is a test-cord circuit? 
14. Why would a person at the local test board require a wire 

chief's order-wire circuit? 

73 
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SECTION XI 

DISTRIBUTING FRAMES 
Para~ph 
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91. Pl,lrpos. of distributing fram.s.-In addition to the switchboard, 
a centrai office is equipped with facilities for pennanently tennin
ating the incoming lines and distributing them to the various jacks. 
It is the pUrpD<;e of this section to give d description of the distri· 
buting frames fO,Jnd in various size offices. It is important that the 
functions of these frames be thoroughly understood. The principal 
function is to provide means for tenninating the outside lines and 
also the switchboard lines in a pennanent and orderly manner, and 
at the same time provide facilities for changeably interconnecting 
these pennanenUy tenninated lines among themselves by means 
of jumpers Or ClOSS connecting wires. The MDF (main distributing 
frame) is a natural dividing point between the outside plant and 
inside plant or between the outside lines and the switchboard lines. 
Therefore the MDF is the logical location of the central office pro
tectors, to be discussed in a later section, which guard the inside 
plant from all outside hazards. The fact that all outside lines and 
all inside lines are pennanently tenninated on the MDF in 

• 
such manner as to be readily identified and easily accessible, with-
out disturbing any of the pennanent wiring, makes the main frame 
the most convenient point (rom which to conduct many of the 

, tests that are required both on the outside and inside lines. Finally, 
the use of another type of distributing frame makes it possible to 
shift the load of (liiferent operators and to change subscriber's num
bers. This may not seem very important In a small office with one 
nonmultiple board, but in a large exchange with a multiple boa.rd it 
is of utmost importance. In fact without the use of such frames the 
wiring in a large central office would be a hopeless tangle. 

92. Distribl,lting frames for small office5.-Distributing frames are 
divided into two dasses ; wall and floor frames. In most small offices 
the wall-type frame is used; however, this will vary with local con
ditions such a<; probability of expansion , type subscriber served, 
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elc. In small army exchanges that use the switchboard BD-80 or 
BD-89, floor typ..! frames are used, For the very small commercial 
installations with 80 or less lines, the waif frame is built up of units 
each one of which will take ('are of 20 pairs. This is the simplest 
form oi frame H.lld consists of two terminal blocks. The pairs from 
the outside are fastened to contacts on one block and the pairs run
ning to the bo"n~ are fastened to the other block. The two blocks 
are then interco;m('cted by wires called jumpers, which can be fast
ened to any desirC'd sct of terminal lugs on either end. These jump
ers are run through rings in order to make a neat and orderly 
arrangement and to aid in tracing out circuits. All connectionS are 
made by soldering. In actual practice protective devices are'mounted 
on either onc or the other of these terminal blocks. By the' use of 
):uch a simple frame a place is obtained for mounting prbtective 
devices and also a convenient place to open the circuits for testing 
purposes. Schemfltically the circuit through the frame is as shown 
in figure {;4 

T ~~ -- --_~T _____ ) 
Outside J • R' --- __ , R • f(}I~£gd 
pair l .. ~-----".~ _ . WI 

Jumpers 7l-99C 

F"" ·RF. 64.-Conn"NI"'n~ lliroul{h a dl5trlliutlnll (ram~ . •• 
93. Type. of fI~or frcl/nel.-In general Hoor frames are of three 

rJasses : . 
(1) Those that have two vertical sides as the Ji-M-19 ' TC-U 

and BE-79 (TC-21. This type frame is used in small anny ex
changes. 

t2) Those that have one side vertical and the other side a com
bination horizontal and vertical. This type is used in larger army 
exchanges and will be discussed later. 

(3) The other t.ype of floor frame is the standard frame that has 
one side vertical and the other horizontal. On all floor-type frames 
the two sets of terminal blocks are on opposite sides of the frame. 
Usually they are arranged in vertical" rows on one side and hori
zontal rows on the other. These two sides are then referred to as 
the vel't!cal and horizontal sides respectively. Figure 65 shows 
part of a typical distribution frame. The protectors are mounted 
on the vertical side. On the hol'izontal side are found the terminal 
blocks; each mounted in a horizontal position. When the vertical 
side is the switchboa rd side the frame is known as type A frame. 
With the horizontal side connected to the board, it is knowri as type 
B frame. The bridle rings are to assist in an orderly running of 
jumper wires between protectors and terminal blocks. _. , " 
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94. Distributing frame, for large exthongfl.- In large exchanges 
where all switchboards are of the multiple type, there is a gleat in· 
crease in the amount of central office wiring necessary. Thus a 
more elaborate system of distribution is required. To accomplish this 
it is common practice to use two distributing frames and, to dis-· 

FlGUR!! II:I.-Floor tram"". 

tinguish betwe<'!n them, they are known as a mam frame and 
intennediate fra me . . Each of these frames has a vertical and a 
horizontal side . The protectors are mounted on the vertical side 
of the main frame and it is to this side that the outside pairs ate 
attached. Figure 66 shows the manner in which connections are 
made through the two frames. 

TJ. ·S91 

FIGURe 66.--CoJ\J\ectlon. throua:h .tandard MOF a nd IOF. 
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FleURr. 67 -- C" o neo::tlons th rOUi:h combloaUon MDF and- -IDF. 

In the diagram, VMDF means vertical side of main distributing 
frame, etc. It will be noticed that two-wire jumpers are used on the 
main frame and three-wire jumpers on the intermediate frame. 
Since the telephone number is determined by the multiple jack to 
which the telephone is connected, the numbers of telphones are 
changed by shiftjng jumpers on the main frame. The load of the op
erators can be varied by shifting jumpers on the intermediate frame. 
The above means of distribution is used in all large commercial ex
changes. 

95. Diltfibutfng framel for larger army exchanges.-In some of the 
larger exchanges in the service which use multiple boards, a means 
of distribution is used which differs somewhat from the system 
described above. One frame known as a combined frame is used in
stead of the two. This method, of course, costs less but also some 
of the advantages of having the two frames are lost. The protectors 
are mounted on the vertical side of this frame as before and the 
outside pairs terminate on this side. The other side of this frame is 
a combination horizontal and vertical side, the lower half being 
horizontal and the upper half vertical. The lower half corresponds 
to the HMDF and HIDF, thus doing away with the cable that was 
used between frames and shown in figure 66. The upper half corre
sponds to the VIDF. Thus the two sets of jumpers are used on the 
one frame. Figure 67 shows a schematic diagram of this arrange
ment. 

96. Switchboard cabin-From the distributing frame it is uni
versal practice to conduct the lines to the switchboard in switch-

.7 
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board cables. With 100-1ine and smaller boards, it is not uncommon 
to use a single cable to carry all the pairs. With some small boards 
and all larger ones, it is common practice to use as many 20-pair 
cables as may be required. These cables are usually a flat oval in 
cross section, so that they will pile evenly and maintain their place 
on the cable rack. The pile of cables is laced together and to the 
cable rack which supports it. This same type of 20-pair cable is used 
between the HMpF and HIDP in alll< • .rge exchanges. 

97. Cables from outside plant.-The cables of the outside plant are 
usually more easily introduced from below to the distributing frame. 
If the plant is underglUund construction, the entrance will be made 
from the cable vault, and if the plant is aerial, the entrance will 
usually be made through iron pipes which are brought down the 
office pole and come up beneath the distributing frame. In a slTlall 
office with a wall frame aerial cables are often brought to the office 
by means of a cable rack extending from the building to the office 
pole. 

98. Questions for Mlf-examination.-
1. What is a distributing frame? 
2. What is the purpose of using a distributing frame in a central 

office? 
3. Describe the wall type of frame. 
4. What type frame is used in a small office? 
5. How is a jumper connected to the tenninal contacts? 
6. What type of main frame is used in a large exchange? 
7. What is the difference between a type A main frame and a 

typeB? 
8. Upon which side of a main frame are the protectors mounted? 
9. Under what conditions is it most practicable to use a separate 

main and intennediate frame? 
10. When is it practicable to use a combined MDP and IDF? 
11. How many conductors are there in an MDF jumper? 
12. How many conductors are there in an I DP jumper? 
13. Draw a diagram tracing a circuit through separate MDF and 

IDF. Show which leads go to the multiple, the jack, and the outside 
pair. 

14. By what means Is the HftfDF connected to the HIDF? 
15. How are outside cables usualJy brought in to the main frame? 
16. Draw a diagram tracing a circuit through a combined M DF 

and lDF. 
78 
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SECTION xn 
CENTRAL OF'FICE PROTECTION 

Types of hazards . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pa~~If!"a~ 
Heat coils .... . .... , .. _ . .. ... . ... 100 
FuSe!! , _._.,_ .. .. . _._. . 101 
Ughtnlng arrestors or open space cut·outs 102 
Protectors . " .. . . .... . . . ... . . .. .. .. 103 
Switchboard fuses ... _ .. . , . .... 104 
Acoustic shock reducer .. " ... ,.,., ___ . ___ .. 105 
QUestion '> (or self-examination 106 

99_ Type. of hazatd •. ---a. General.-Telephone apparatus must be 
protected against electrical hazards which may be due to either 
natural or artificial causes. Lightning is the only noteworthy ex
ample of a natural hazard. Artificial hazards may be created from 
sources outside the telephone plant, such as excessive voltages or 
currents induced in the telephone wires from electrical systems and 
high power ramo sending apparatus, being in close proximity to 
tel~phone lines; or from sources within the telephone plant, such as 
the accidental flow of current from the plant power supply in unex
pected channels or in abnormal quantities. 

Protective equipment must be provided to safeguard persons and 
property against all such hazards. All protective devices are de
signed ~ as to function properly before any damage to plant occurs, 
but they must not be be so sensitive as to cause unnecessary inter
ruptions to service. 

b. ClaSRification 0/ protective equipment.- Practically all outside 
telephone plant, except such conductors as are completely under
ground from terminal to terminal, may be exposed to one or more 
of these foreign hazards. Therefore whenever exposed wires are 
led into a centraJ office or subscriber station, they are connected 
first through certain protective devices. The particular protective 
units employed and the manner in which they are connected into 
the telephone circuits vary somewhat with particular situations, 
but in general protective devices are classified as to the type hazard 
they are intended to guard against: 

(1) Those forming a protection against small currents which be
COme a hazard only when flow continues for an appreciable length 
of time. The heat coil is an example of this type. 

(2) Those forming a protection against excessive currents. The 
fuse is an example of this type. 

(3) Those fonning a protection against excessive voltages. The 
air·gap all estor is an example of this type. 

" 
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In large exchanges where incoming cable il; all undergroW'ld, it 
Is the practice to omit protector blocks and heat coils and to replace 
them with dummy apparatus. The only function the protector 
mounting serves in this case is to provide means for opening the 
lines for test purposes. 

100. Heat coill.-a. Common type.-A heat coil consists of a small 
coil of resistance wire wound around a metal collar to which OI"lE' 
end of the wire is soldered. The collar in tum is fastened by a low 
melting point solder to the cord. The whole is contained in a fibre 
shell for mechanic-al protection and heat insulation. 

Heat coils are designed to protect against low potential currents. 
They oPE'rate on a small amount of excess current sup~1ied over a 
period of time. The accumulated heating effect of the small current 
passing through the winding finally melts the low melting point 
solder and allows the core and the collar of the device to move with 
respect to each other. A Western Electric heat coil is installed with 
one end of the core pressing against a spring and when the coil 0p

erates, the core presses this spring in until it makes contact with 
ground. Thus, a heat coil in operating does not open the circuit but 
grounds the line. The Western Electric heat coil has a resistance at 
about 3% oluns and operate on ¥.! ampere in less than 3% minutes. 
Figure 68 shows a diagram of that coil (with the shell cut away) 
and the springs between which it is mounted. The coil is mounted 

TL -993(1) 

FiGlJU 68._HU.t coI l. 
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as shown between springs a and b, b is held rigidly while a exerts 
a pressure on the coil at all times in the direction of b. When the 
coil operates the pressure of a forces the core to move through the 
collar, pushing spring c against ground and thereby grounding the 
line. Thus, low potential current which might have gone through 
central office equipment and injured it has been provided with a 
direct Pl'.th to ground. 

b. Sclf-8Oldering type.-There is another type heat coil known 
as the "self-soldering" type. It derives this name from the fact that 
upon cooling after operation, It resolders Itself so as to be again 
usable by a mere change of position in the protector mounting. 

The most widely used coil o( this type is shown In figure 69. The 
coil is provided with a ratchet on its outer edge, one of the teeth of 
which SE'rves as a detent for the movable all estor spring as long as 
the coil is prevented from rotating by the solder. When, however, 
the solder is melted, the ratchet Is allowed to turn thus releasing 
the spring. These protectors are reset by merely placing the con
trolling spring in engagement with another tooth of the coil after 

n-414J 
FlcliU 69. Cook aelr-.wldertna hut coil. 

FlCUU: 70.--COOk eentral-omce prott<::tor. 

the solder has again hardened. As shown in figure 70 the protector 
on top is in its nonnal position, the ratchet on the heat coil hold
Ing the long movable spring in its flexed position. When so held, the 
cti'cuit from the outside to the Inside line wire is completed through 
the heat coil. Also, by means of the insulating plunger engaged by 
"!lAO-n-' 81 
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the mid-portion of the movable spring, the two short inner springs 
are held out of engagement with the line spring_ 

The lower side of the protector in figure 70 is shown in the 
operated position. The solder has melted to the point where the 
ratchet has turned and released the kmg outer spring. thus opening 
the line circuit. Also by releasing the pressure on the Insulating 
plunger, the t ..... o shorter springs are allowed to engage the spring 
forming the temlinal of the outside line. The inner one of these 
short springs Is seen to be in permammt connection with the ground 
plate and it thus serves to ground the outside line. The other one of 
the short springs also becomes grounded by engaging the now 
grounded line ~ring. It forms the terminal of an alarm circuit, 
which· is thus energized to sound an alarm whenever any heat coil 
operates. This hC'at coil will operate if! less than 210 seconds on 0.5 
amperes and will carry 0.35 amperes for -3 hours with a room 
temperature of 680 F . As heat coils are used in conjunction with 
open space cut-outs in the central office, their location and the 
way in which they fit into the circuits will be shown later. 

101. FUNs.-When a telephone conductor is grounded by oper
ation of a prote<'tOl', current will continue to flow through the 
telephonp conductor to ground SO long as the exposure continues. 
The current may be large enough to damage the telephone con. 
ductor or the protective apparatus itself. Accordingly it is necEFPry 
to insert in thp conductor on the line side of the protector, a device 
which opens the conductor when the current is too large. Fuses 
are used for this purpose. Fuses designed for protection of tel~ 
phone lines are tllbular shells about 4 inches long Inclosing a fusible 
wire of from 1 to 7 amperes capacity. Heat coils, of course, will 
function on the heavier currents resulting from high potential 
(class 3), but as pointed out arove this does not open the circuit so 
that this heavier current may damage the cable unless a fuse is 
provided to open the circuit. The capacity of fuses is relatively high 
to prevent burn-outs on currents from low potentials which are 
insufficient to damage the cable and other material. In this case, the 
heat coil only will.·operate a nd prevent tl.e current from reaching 
the switchboard. Fuses are provided at the central office for all 
wires entering from aerial cable or open wire but not for under
ground cable. In the latter case, it was formerly the practice to 
install fuses at the point where aerial plant went undelglound. 
Now it is common to use a section of smaller gage cable such as 
#24 or #26 a t this point, which accommplishes the same result 
8S if fuses were used. 

102. !.ighling arrestors or open ,pace cut-ouh.---Open space cut-outs 
are designed to protect against lighting or other extra high potential 
by affording a· path for it to arc to ground. Figure 71 shows a 
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standard all ester in use today. The upper block is of porcelain. 
Imbedded in it and held in place by glass cement is a small rect
angular blocK of carbon. The lower block is a solid piece of carbon. 
When mounted in the protector as shown in figure 71 there is a 
small air gap between the two carbon blocks. The right hand 
drawing of figure 71 gives a cross section through the two blocks 
and clearly shows this air gap. This gap forms the protection 
against high potentials existing between a line and ground. A light
ning discharge a('ross the gap will not usually cause a pennanent 
grounding of the line, but, if a high potential exists long enough to 
maintain an arc for an appreciable length of time, the heat created 
will cause the glass cement to melt and allow the protector spring 
to force the smaller carbon block against the larger one. This will 
create a permanent ground. 

The air gap space between the blocks Is designed so that the 
operating voltage of the protector will be less than the break down 
voltage of the weakest point of the circuit which it is designed to 
protect and greater than the maximum wO,rking voltage of the 
circuit. The average operating voltage of the open-space cut-outs 
used at subscriber's stations and in central offices is about 350 volt!; 

The older type of lighting all estor consisted of two rectanguia 
carbon blocks SE'parated by one thickness of V-shaped mica. TIll 
inner face of the grounded block has a fusible metal slug imbeddeo. 
in it. An arcing current melts this slug and causes it to fonn a 
pennanent path to ground. When mounted, the gap in the mica 
should be downward to prevent dust collecting in the gap between 
the carbons. 

• 
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103. Prot.ctoI's.-Lightnlng arrestors and heat coils are used to
gether in a central office and the two combined are ordinarily called 
a protector. This protector is ordinarily referred to as a high 
potential sneak current protector. This Is thl! protective device that 
was mentioned in the section on distributing frames. These pr0-

tectors are in strips of 20 and are mounted on the vertical side of 
the main frame. As will be remembered there ·are two types of 
frames, A and B. The protectors for these two types differ sllghtly 
in their construction only. Figure 72 shows a B frame protector. 
A is a heavy metal center piece by means of which the protector is 
connected to the distributing frame and thus to ground. The outside 
pair (which Is connected to the protector in a type B frame), is 
connected to B and E. The jumpers connect to C and D which are 
bought out on the same side of the center piece. The jumper is 
never split. This is always true whether the frame is of the A or B 
type. It should be noted that when the protector Is used in line 
circuits, as in the case of conductors entering a central office, 
the heat coil is mounted on the office side of the open-space cut-out. 
In this position the heat coil wiring aids the operation of the open
space cut-out by presenting a considerable impedance to suddenly 
Ipplied voltages such as are produced by lightning discharges. 

The only difference between the A frame protector and figure 72 
s In the arrangement of the spring assembly. The switchboard pairs 
connect to the protector in this case and are split, but the jumper is 
not. At the same time, the heat coils must be on the unexposed side 
of the anestors. 

FIGURE 72'.- Westem Elect rle c o. ~ntra l -oll\« protector . 

104. Switchboard fuses.-a. Types.- In addition to the protection 
afforded the switchboard apparatus from outside hazards, it is also 
protected from damage from its own battery current, This pro
tection is provided by small fuses in €~~h fgt;OUP of circuits. In a 
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large central offi ce there are hundreds of these fuses. For continuity 
of service It Is necesary for the office maintenance force to know 
the instant a fusc blows and to be able to locate it Quickly. For 
this reason, indicating fuses as shown in figure 73 are used. As' 
shown, the fuse is mounted outside between the battery bus and the 
stud on which the circuit (or group of circuits) fused by it ter
minates; and between these mountings is a thin bus bar which 
connects to ground through. a pilot light and alann bell. When 
any fuse blows both springs are released. The coil spring throws the 
glass bead out of line so that it can easily be seen and the fiat spring 
makes contact with the fuse alann bus, putting battery on that 
circuit. The ringing of the bell calls the attention of the attendant 

Coil 
Wire to 
Equipment 

ruse 

To Fuse Alarm 

Battery 
Spring 

FIIlIJRI> 73.._ WHtl!m Electric Co. ~type alarm tuM. 

• 

and the particular pilot lamp burning shows him on which panel 
the blown fuse is located. By inspection of the panel for a fuse with 
the bead raised out of line the particular fuse is easily located. It 
is usual to replace one fuse without investigating .the cause of 
failure , but if the second fuse goes out the cause of the trouble is 
searched out and cleared. 

b. Fuse slze8.-Switchboard fuses are available in various sizes 
of which Ih, 1~ , 2, and 3 ampere capactties are most common. 111 
fuse circuit prints will show which size to install in each case, an 
when replacing fuses the capacity of the fuse removed will show th 
size to use for replacement. To aid in the identificat ion of the fuses 
and particularly to prevent a fuse of the wrong rating being used in 
a given place, the glass beads are variously colored. If the proper 
size of fuse is not available, use a piece of fuse wire of proper size. 
Never U!'e a copper wire in place of a fuse, and never replace a 
fuse with another of larger capacity. 

105. Acoultic shock reducer.-There is another piece of protective 
equipment found in the switchboard. This is a varistor·type acoustic 
shock reducer that is used in the operators circuit. In use, the 
varistor is bridged on th~ reqeiver hran ... l-r bfo the operator's tele· 
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phone set, usually being wired acl'o:>s the receiver leads to the 
tf'lephone jacks in the switchboard. 

When the varistor has apnlied to it the relatively low voltages due 
to speech at ordinary levels its impe::lance is high (about 30,000 
ohms at 0.1 volt) and it sha:1ts fmm the rN"'eiver only a small 
amount of current. When relatively h igh \'oltn~es are impressed on 
the operator's telephone cil"CUit the imr:ec!ance of the varistor drops 
to a low value (about 15 ohms at 1.5 volts) and causes most of t he' 
current to be shunted from the receiver. therl"by greatly reducing 
the intensity of a('oustic disturbances. 

106. Questions for self-exClmination.-
1. What is meant by a hazard? 
2. Name three types of hazards to which telephone plant is 

exposed. 
3. What is a h(>at coil? 

. 4 . Against what type of hazard does a heat coil protect ? 
5. Draw a schemat ic diagram of a heat coil, showing the circuit 

through it . 
6. Do all heat c{)ils open the circuit when they operate? 
7. What is a fuse? 
8. Against what type hazard docs a fuse protect? 
9. Why is it npcessary to have both fuses and heat coils in the 

same circuit? 
10. Is underground cable fused as it is brought in to the central 

office? Why'? 
11. What is an open-space cut-out? 
12. Against what type hazard does an open-space cut-out protect? 
13. What type open-space cut-out is used considerably in army 

exchanges? 
14. Dt>~crilx> the older type cut ·out containing the two carbon 

blocks. 
15. What two pl'Otective devices are combined and caJled central 

office "protector"? 
16. Where is this protector mounted? 
17. Upon which side of the open·space cut·out should the heat 

coil be in this protector? \Vhy? 
18. Are the protector's usccl on A - and B.type frames identical? 

Why? 
19. What type of fu!=;(' if; used to protect central office equipment 

from the central office battery? 
20. Why is this type of fuse used? 
21. What is the' purpose of the acoustic shock reducer? 
22. D€scribe the operation of this acoustic shock reducer? 
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107. Central office baHery.-The direct current SOW"Ce in a tele-
• 

phone office is usually a battery of the regular lead-acid type. In 
most instances the voltage of one of these batteries is 24 volts, how
ever, certain types of equipment require 36 or 48 volts. The capac
ity of the battery depends upon the normal load of. each individual 
installation. Care and maintenance of telephone central office bat
teries is in general the same as for any other battery of the same 
type and detailed instructions may be found in TM 11-430, Storage 
Batterip.s for Signal Communication. 

108. Charging equipment--genercll.-As telephone central office 
batteries are in use almost continuously it is necessary to charge 
them while they are in use. This necessitates a uniform and ripple
free charging sOllrce, of adequate capacity to provide the charging 
current plus the normal exchange current load. There are many 
different types of charging equipment, to be used according to local 
conditions. 

109. Motor-generotor sefs.-When an electric motor dri~ an elec
tric generator, the combination is referred to as a motor-generator 
St't. A set of this type is probably the most efficient charging (>Quip
ment to use, where the charging rate is greater than fifty amperes. 
If the motor and g"f'nerator of such a set are combined in one hous
ing with a single rotor and the input and the output paths are con
ductivcly separGote, they are known as dynamotors, however, when 
the input is alternating current and the output is direct current and 
the windings are conductively identical the machine is a rotary con
verter. When the~e sets are to be used as charging equipment, the 
generators should be designed to insure a minimum of commutator 
ripple. 
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110, Redifiers--general.-A rectifier is commonly defined as a de· 
vice for converting alternating current to direct current, Motor
generator sets fi rst con\'('rt electric energy to mechanical energy, 
then to the desired type of electrical energy, and are not called rec· 
tiflers, Accordingly a rectifier may be somewhat more precisely 
defined as a device for cOllverting a -c energy to doc energy directly, 
or without an intervening step. All r ectifying devices depend for 
their operation upon the characteristic of pel'mitt ing electric cur
rent to ft ow through them freely in only one direction, They include 
a variety of vacuum and gas-filled tubes such as the older mercury
arc tube and the newer mercury-vapor tube, and th"! TungaI' tube, 
In addition t here are the dissimilar metal rectifiers, as the copper· 
oxide, and the selenium types. 

111. Gas tube rectifiers.-Tubes of this type are commonly used as 
rectifiers when a power output of less than fifty amperes is desired. 
In this I'('spect they function as "converters" of alternating current 
to direct current power, Very efficient rectifiers may be secured by 
admitting a smn]] amount of certain gases at controlled pres:;ure 
into the vacuum of a tube, In this case ftow of electrons between the 
cathode and plate ionizes the gas by the electrons colliding with the 
gas molecules. The collision between an electron and a gas molecule 
knocks some electrons out of the molecules, t hereby separating it 
into a positi\'e ion and one or more elect rons. The electrons, being 
negative, ilre attracted to the positive plate. and the ions being p~si

tive travel to the cil thode, The positive ions neutralize the negative 
space ch"rge that would othel'\vise exist near the cathode, thus 
greatly facil itflting the e"cape of additional electr,:ms, The net result 
is that the opposition to the space current flow is reduced, which 
pennits th(' clll'l'£:nl 10 increase to a value limited primarily by the 
external resistance in the plate circuit. Mercury vapor and argon 
are the two gases most commonly used in these tubes. 

112. Half-wave rediflcalian ,-Fig:ure 74 illust rates schematically a 
general type circuit. as usen ill half-wave rectification, for a two
electrode gas tube, In the pnrticular tube illustrated, the cathode 
is of the filamen t t.ype and is heated by a low voltage current. In 
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figure 74 the alternating voltage in the secondary side of the trans
former is impressed &cross the plate and cathode of the tube. The 
flow of space current. of course. occurs only during the time the 
plate is positive with respect to the cathode. This means that during 
the positive half.cycle there is a current flow between the cathode 
and plate whi ch gives the eITect of closing' the circuit or connectin~ 
the filter and load to the transformer. During the negative half-cycle 
(plate negat ive with respect to the cathode) there is no space cur
rent and the tube may be considered as' opening the circuit. The out· 
put current from the half-wave rectifier flows in one direction, but 
its magnitude varies <IS the positive half of the impressed wave and 
is therefol'e of a pulsating character. By adding a filter in the output 
containing series inductance and shunt capacitance, this pulsating 
current is smoothed Ollt into a more even direct current. 

113. Full-wove rectificOlio" .-Many commercial companies manu
facture full-wave rectifiers of the type shown in figure 75. There 
are of course slight moriiflr-Cltions by each manufacturer, of which 
the tuhe is the mo;:: t outstRnding. In fi.e:ure 75 the tube has two sep
arate plates, to \"hich are connected the terminals of the trans-
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F',,-;'·r.v. ':\. __ Full_wa\"<, r~ctlncr. _ 
former ~e<'Ondarv winri:ng, It can be seen that when a voltage is 
impresserl 0'1 th~ priJT1:1 ry one of the plates will always be positive 
with respect to the cqtho<le. This means there will be current flow
ing in the !;?tn(' (lj rectir"lll in the output (filter and load) during both 
positive and ll('~niivf' half cvrles. or the rectifier is said to be full
wnve. As the full-wave rC<'tifier uses both halves of the eycle, its 
power cut r ut is a!lproximntely twice that of the half·wave recti
fier, and the filtering requirements are less severe, i.e., done more 
easily. 

114. "Tu"~rr" t, .,~@ r@c liRE!rs.-Of a ll the various gas-filled tubes 
userl f{'r rec'tificat;n~l the "Tun"'ar" is nrohnhlv the hP.l:>t known and 
most wif!(>ly lisen in the <Hmv. This tl'he is 11l(l.nufactured by many 
d ifTert"nt fi rms. n"'ct cnnc;i~ts of a s i '1.~lf' ('('l.rboil plnte and an ordi
na ry tung:sten Iil:ltnf'nt within a g:l!> filll'd (usually I\rgon) tube. 
Operation is haskf' 1J v the s.-..... me as for anv tube rectifier: however. 
as thl"re is htlt 0 " 1" ;H10d~ in f'flrh tuOe, two tnhlos mllst be utilized 
for ful1 -w(lvf' rf'ctifiC"<J tion. Fi~tlre 7(; il': !l sf'h"'rnatk diagram of one 
way in which these tubes may be connected for fuJ I-wave operation. 

FICli RE ' 6._FuIl_wave '"Tun gar" re"<'tlner.. - - . , . 
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liS. M.r,,,,,-arc r.ctifl.r.-The mercury-arc rectiller IS a pear
shaped ~Iass bulb. evacuated of air and having in the bottom a little 
mercury. Into the glass bulb penetrate four iron terminals, iron be
ing used because mercury docs not amalgamate with it. In figure 77 
three of the terminals are C. D, and P; the fourth iSljust beneath 
the pool of mercury at E. In the figure is shown connected the alter
nator whose current is to be rectified; the battery between E and J 
is to be charged by the rectified current. The inductances G and H 
are auxiliary apparatus necessary to the functioning of the rectifler. 

a. Mercqry vC)porizes very little at ordinary temperatures and 
pressure, hence the gas pressure within the bulb is low, and 
once the gas is ionized it will conduct very wcll. To start the 
rectifier, the bulb is tipped to the left a nowing the mercury to short 
circuit terminals E and F. This would be a short circuit upon the 
alternator were it not for the resistance, R, connected in to limit 
the current to a reasonable value. When the bulb is righted, the 
mercury runs back to E, breaking the circuit. But the inductance of 
the cirruit causes an arc to form at the bl'eak ·of the mercury stream 
and some of tht! mercury is ionized by the arc. Let us suppose that 

-

H 

']IL-/Z3' 

at this instant the emf of the alternator is acting from the ·alter
nator towards A. Then C is at a higher potential than E which is 
connect~ to the other terminal of the alternator. The positive ions 
will be attracted to E and the electrons to C; there is a current flow · 
from thp alterll3.tor through the path A CEJHB. This current is con
ducted within the bulb by the: ~tryam of ions and eJectl'Ons. 
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b. The emf of the alternator dies down .preparatory to reversing 
its direction, but the current does not begin its decrease as soon as 
the emf because the inductance H causes the current to lag behind 
the emf. When the current does decrease, II opposes this decrease 
by an induced emf acting in the direction of cUlTent flow. This in· 
duced emf acts from J to B, making D of a higher potential than E. 
Thus. before the> alternator has made D positive \l"ith respect to E. 
current has begun to flow from D to E heeause of the discharge of 
H·s energy. The induced emf acting: from J to D outsi(le the bulb. 
because of the inductance H. lasts only an instant but it is long 
cnough for the alternator to have built up to\\·a rds B a sufficient 
voltage to mainta in the current flow through the bulb. When the 
emf of the alternator again rcvcrses di rection. G plavs thc same 
part as that ju.<;t played by II in maintaining: the currcnt flow and 
ionization within the unllJ until the alternator has begun to build up 
in the new direction. In the part of the circuit E to J. it is seen that 
the direction of cUrJ'ent flow is always the same. Helle<'. a battery 
placed there may be charged. or therc may be connected between E 
and J any load requiring direct current. As the output of the recti· 
fier is pulsating a filter must he added bct\\"een E and J to smootll 
out the output for use in a telephone cent ral omce, 

116. Copper-oxide rectifiers.-Therc is a rectifier that has no mo\"
ing parfs and d<X's not LlSC a gas-filled tu\)c. It operate;; vn the plin· 
ciplc thnt i( two cti~similar metals are in contact. current ca n floll' 
more ensily in one direction than in the other. Notable in this cate
gory are the se1f'nium recti ncr and the coPI>cr<).'\i(k rectificr. As the 
only diITcrencc in these units is the metal used In the individual 
rectifying element, a discussion of the coppcr-o.'\ide rectifier will 
suffice for the clements made o( other metnls. COPfIC'r nnd copper
oxide are used in the same mannel' as two.dissimilar mel,,]:;. to form 
the element of the copper-oxide rectifier. This combination offers 
low rcsi"tancc to current nowing from the cropper-oxide 1.0 the rap· 
per, btlt ofTers a mmparatively hif:h resistnnce to the flo\\" of cur· 
rent from the copper to the copper-oxide. Thus it becomes of value 
(or the rectification of alternating currents. 

/'o"/',e:' 
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a. Assembly.-Good electrical contact to the oxide is .secured by 
pressing it into a lead washer. Several elements as shO\'m in figure 
78 can be placed together in a series or 'parallel arrangement to 
build rectifiers of the desired capacity or characteristic. The assem
bling is held together by means of heavy pressure pla tes secured by 
bolts. F or best operation, the pressure should be between 500 and 
2000 pounds per square Inch. Figure 79 shows a copper-oxide recti· 
fier unit. 

b. Aging.-The resistance of a copper-oxide rectifier increases 
during the first two to three months it is in use. This is known as 
"aging" and will cause the resistance to increase' about 25'/r . Heat· 
ing both hastens and increases the effect of this aging. Units should 
not be run \Yith an overload. Various methods have been devised 
to overcome the effect of aging and two of the most common means 
are: plating the lead washer with tin, and coating the oxide with 
graphite. 

rl, 'J6(Jz 
F'1C UIIE 79."""COppe r.oxlde I"fftlner . 

c. Adjustments.-Ordinarlly there is a transformer in the input 
which is provided with taps In order to regulate it to the r~uired 
potential. Resistances a re provided in some ([a.ses to compensate for 
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variations In the rectifier output dtle to manufacturing variations 
or variation" in line regulation. On coppr.r-oxirll'! rectifiers. that are 
used to charge storage batteries lH~ed in telrphone system~. a 
retarda!ion or choke coi l is provided to smooth out the rectified 
current. This coil must always be provided in order to prevent noi5e 
in the voice frequency range from enterin~ the battery. 

117. Ringi"9 machines general.- Many different frequencies are 
used for ringing in telephone work, 16%, 20. 331h, 50. 660/.,. 1000 
cycles etc.; however, most of these are for special cases, Lc. harmon
ic ringing, carrier use. etc. Of alilhese frequencies 20 cycles is llsed 
most frequentl y. As in the case of charging equipment a motor
generator may be used as the power source. in which case it pro
vides a number of things, i.e., busy signal, dial tone in automatic 
exchanges. etc. Motor magnetos are also in use, although mostly 
in old installations. and are being replaced with newer equipment. 
Many manufacturers make very compact and efficient ringing ma
chines to fill the need of the small central office in a more efficient 
manner ·than is possible with the above equfpment. The fnllowing 
ringing machines of this type have been generally adopted as 
standard : 

a. Th(' "Telering-." 
b. The "Sub-cycle" static frequency converter. 
c. The vibrating DOle chAm~er. 

The output of eAch mAchine is i!rolated from battery and power 
circuits. Allowing the ringin!:! current supply to be connected to 
battery or used to ring directly to ground at the telephone exchange 
equipment. 

118. The "Telering."-This instrument was devised to produce a 
2O-cycle ringing current from a nO-volt GO-cycle power input. 
It is included as part of the Telephone Central Office Sets TC-l, 
TC-2, and TC-4. The principal or operation of the Telering is the 
utilization of two frequencies to produce a beat frequency. This 
beat frequency is the difference between the GO-cycle input and the 
resonant frequency of a vibrating reed. Figure 1::10 is a schematic 
diagram of the model "H" Telering. Yunaamentally, it has the 
same cil'cuit as other models. Referring to figure SO, let us assume 
that the instant the circuit is closed, current is tiowing in at ~1, 
through the fuse and the primary of the transformer and through 
the other fuse to &2. A voltage is induced in the secondary of tne 
transformer in the direction of the arrow to point A. Here it 
divides, part flowing through the fifty-watt lamp and the output 
load, and part through the 2000-ohm resistor and the winding of 
.he motor coil. The f urrel'\t fiows through these two circuits and 
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pins at the vibrating reed. From the vibrating reed it flows thl'Ough 
the R.F. choke and back to the secondary of the transformer. As 
long as the circuit is closed between the vibrating reed and its con
tact, current will flow through the output load. This first half-cycle, 
or alternation, through the motor coil, causes the reed to sweep 
toward the motor coil, opening the circuit. T he circuit being opened, 

RFClIolre 
RFChoire 

£-2-

IftJyp 
60-

SUPP1' 
L-/- ~ 

.3Qmp 
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A ,-/sowott 
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F I(:UU sa.-Model "H" Telerlng. 

TL -4 188 

the motor coil de-energizes and the reed sweeps back and closes 
its contact. In this manner, the reed is kept vibrating continuously. 
The contact at the reed, being common to both the motor coil and 
the output, aUows an impulse to go through the fifty -watt lamp to 
Ihe output each time the contact is cl.)sed. Due to the characteristics 
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of the tuned vibrating reed, the contact is closed for % ~o of a 
second and open for ~ 6U of a second. The input is 60 cycles, or 120 
alternations per second; therefore , each alternation takes lt1 zo of a 
second. When the contact at the reed is closed for 'A.zo of a second, 
one alternation is permitted to !low through the output. The contact 
is then opened for l '; u of a second and two aitel'Oations of the input 
are missed and not a llowed to flow through the output. It can be 
seen from figure 81 that 40 alternations or 20 cycles are selected 
per second, and allowed to ftow into the output. 

119. The "Sub-cycle" ltatiC frequency convert.T.-This apparatus is a 
frequency reducing device which furnishes ringing power at a 
sub-multiple of the power supply frequency. The Sub-cycle does 
not use c ny moving parts while operating. They are available for 
operation on 115-volt 6O-cycle and for U5-volt 50-cycle power. For 
other commercial voltages at these same frequencies, a trans
fanner is inserted between the converter proper and the power sup
ply line, so as to bring: the input voltage within the rating of the 
device, RS given on the name plate. The output frequency of the 
Sub-cycle is one-third of the input frequency. The maximum out
put is 20 watts which is sufficient to operate 25 ring:ers simultan
eously with average line conditions. The output voltage at no 
load is 90 volts across the secondary winding, From no load to 
full load, the output voltage drops no more than eight volts. 

A _.3:::;,.:;O';:,'m;C:P::.,.. _+_ 

L-j 
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F1G l'R~ S2.- "Sub·CYClC" sta tic tr~QucnCl' con \'CrlCr, 
TL-4f90 

a. Starting.-The U 5-volt GO-cycle supply is applied to points A 
and B, figure 82, through the three-ampere fuses. With the relay at 
normal. the input supply is connected to the winding FB of trans
fanner !~e, The transformer operates as a 6O-cycle auto-trans
former at this time,. stepping up the voltage to approximately 440 
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volts across its win<ting KB. This high voltage is applied to the 8 /Af 
capacitor C tlu'Ough L-3 and the relay winding. The resistances of 
~S and the relay winding are approximately 2 ohms etlch and have 
a negligible effect on the charging current of the capacitor. A large 
chal-ging ~t1rrent rushes into the- capacitor, elJel'gizing the relay. 
The operating time of the relay is such that it operates about the' 
time capacitor C has cha l'ged to the peak value of the 440 volts. 
The operation of the starting relay allows the charge s tored on 
the capacitor to discharge through winding [{B of transfonneI"" 
L-2 causing a starting current to flow thl"Ough series inductance' 
L-1. Thus, the resonant circuit formed by inductance L-3 and the 
capacitor C coupled by the transformer L-2 is starferl OSCillating 
at its I'('Sonant frequency of 20 cvcles per second. In this particular 
case, choke coil L-1 is a 10 ..... resistance inductance which saturates 
sharply with voltages g reater thall 115 volts at GO cycles. 

b. Op6ration.-While the 20-cycJe circuit is oscillating freely , 
there will be successive times when the potentials of the GO-cycle 
supply and the 20-cycle oscillations counteract cllrrent flow through 
L-l and other times when they do not. For the former condition 
L-1 will have a high impedance. but for the latter condition L-1 
will saturate and have a low impedance. Thus, a large current flows 
from the GO-cycle source when in a direction to aid the flow of the 
2O-cycle current; but a very small current from the GO-cycle source 
flows at all other times due to the high impedance of L-1 when not 
saturated. . 

c. Re8tarting.- In case of a momentary overload, the external 
load requires so much power that Ihe circuit will be unable to main
tain the 20-cycJe oscillations. As soon as the oscillations through 
capacitor C and winding KB stop. the relay will release and auto
matically restart the converter. In ca~e of a prolonged overload, 
the capacitor C will be repea tedly charged by the automatic restart 
operations of the relay. The sLlccessive large charging currents will 
burn out the thre€-Ampcre fu!'lE's to pJ'Otect the machine. The relay 
has no function in the normal operalion of the converter, but plays 
an important part in automatic-ally starting and restarting the 
machine. The Sub-cycle rff)uires only 20 watts no-load power. which 
rlE>monstrates its P.COnomy of ol)f'ration. even where continuous 
operation is necessary. Stability of the converter is not affected by 
relatively wide variations in either the frequency or the voltage 
of the commercial a-c supply. A self-regulatin.~ characteristic 
maintains better voltage regulation of the output than any attempt 
at regulation of the input voltage. 
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120. The vibrating pole-chnnger.-This unit has been npsigned.for 
use as a sourG€' of ringing pOt\"PI'. whpre direct {'urrent is to be used 
for power. There are several different t yflf'~ of interrllpters designed 
to fill the needs of varioll..<; r inging rC'quin'menls. Thc output may 
be either or ooth ~RritiC'S of r ul!'"nling dir€'<'t currpnt. or Rlter
nating current. and the input mRY he one of scvpral voltages, ac
cording to the indivirlual c('ntraJ omce. As the Western Electric 
type R4 interrupter is a C'omnonc>nt nnrt of the TC-l and TC-2. it 
will be used as an example. This inh'rruptcr. as used in the TC-~ 
and TC-2. operates on the regular Cf'ntrai office s torage battery, 
and puts out 20-cyde alternating current as ringing power. 

a. Storting.-Figure 83 is a schematic representation of the cir
cuit of the type 84--F interrupter, as used in the TC-2, while at rest 
When the power is turned on current flows from the positive 
(grounded) side of the input through the break contact on the vi
brator, through the motor coil, an~ returns to the negative side 
of the input and back to its source. As soon as the motor coil is 
energized, it attracts the vibrator and makes the contact at B_ As 
the key is' cJoSE'd there is now a complete circuit from point A 
through B and the key and then through the lower half of the 
primary of the repeating coil, to ground and back to its source. 
During the time this current is flowing an emf is induced in the 
secondary of the repeating coil thereby allowing the first half cycle 
to flow to the output. 

. __ . ______ j L . _____ ; ru'91 

FIGURE S3.--C!rcu!t d laiTam o r tl1~ 84-F lnternlptu. 

b. Operation.-As soon as the motor coil operates, the break con
tact on the vibrator is broken causing the circut to open and d~
ergize the motor coil. That allows the vibrator to swing back and 
close th(! vibrator contact and allows current to flow to point A, 
through C and the key and thence through the upper half of the 
primary of the repeating coil to ground and back to its source. An 
emf is now induced into the secondary in the opposite direction as 
before, causing the second half-cycle to Jlow through the output 
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It can tx> seen that the input direct cutrent has been changed to 
alternating current at the output. The frequency is controlled by 
the vibl'3tor. in this case to allow the output to be 20 cycles. The 
25OO-ohm resistance is across the vibrator contacts and prevents 
excessive sparking. The two 250-ohm resistors, and the 2,..t cap
acitors that are across the primary of the repeating coil. act as a 
filter for the output. 

121 . Questions for Hlf-examination.-
1. What type of storage battery is used. in a central office? 
2. What voltage is usually used? 
3. What two general types of equipment are used for charging 

telephone batteries? -
4. What is a rotary converter? 
5. What is a dynamotor? 
6. Define rectifier. 
7. What is a full -wave rectifier? A half-wave rectifier? 
8. What type of rectifier is generally used In the anny for bat· 

tery charging? 
9. What type of gas is usually found in the tungar tube? 

10. Explain the operati:m of the copper-oxide rectifier. 
11. What is "aging" as applied to copper-oxide rectifiers? 
12. What is the frequency of the ringing current most often 

used' 
13. What types of ringing machines are generally found in smaU 

f!xchanges? 
14. Explain the operation of the Telering machine. 
15. Explain the operation. of the Sub-cycle ringing converter. 
16. Where and when is the vibrating pole-changer used? 
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SECTION' XIV 
NONMULTIPLE AND MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS 

Paragraph 
Nonmultlple army exchange switchboards 122 
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The mulflple switchboard Idea _ .. .. 124 
Branch multiple ' 125 
Equalization 01 tramc load . .. 126 
Lamp associated multiple , ___ .. . 127 
Series multiple . 128 
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Switchboard circuits , _. ... 130 
Miscellaneous circuIts ' _ _ _ . . . 131 
Westem Electric 1-0 switchboard _ . . _ 132 
Constructional le!ltures _ . . . . . . .. 133 
Arrangement of multiple 134 
Arrangement ot jacks . . . . 135 
Multiple jacks 136 
Typical Installations 137 
Relay rack 138 
Switchboard marklngs . _ . 139 
Questions lor self-examination __ ... , .. _ 140 

122. Nonmultiple cmny euhonge 5wilchboord5,- The circuits de
scribed in the foregoing sections complete the requiltllLents for a 
nonmultiple common-battery switchboard. The army uses many dif

. ferent types and sizes of these smail switchboards which are manu
factured for use as commercial branch exchanges but when installed 
In smail army posts they are used as the main exchange switch
boards, In some of the larger posts they are used as branch ex
changes for hospitals or other centralized activities. These switch· 
boards are housed in oak or mahogany cabinets similar in design to 
those used in local·battery switchboards. 'They are not so tan as 
local-battery boards because the substiwtion of lamps for drops has 
reduced t.he vertical space requirements. Common-battery switch· 
boards are, however, slightly deeper than local·battery switchboards 
because some of the relays, condensers, and other circuit equipment 
are mounted in the back of the cabinet. Since the greatest part of 
the cost of any switchboard is the cost of the circuit equipment, it is 
the general practice to provide a cabinet of sufficient capacity to 
!relVe the ultimate requirements or the maximum load of a s ingle 
operator. The switchboard is usually wired for the full capacity of 
the framework, but only those circuits which are actua lly required 
are equipped initially. It is possible thus for a switchboard to be 
wired for 100 lines, 15 trunks, and 15 cord circuits and equipped 
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for only 40 lines, 8 trunks, and 10 cord circuits. When the load 
increases beyond the capacity of the initial equipment of such a 
board, it is an easy matter to remove the apparatus blanks and in
stan additional equipment. for details of the circuits employed In 
these switchbOlm:ls refer to the sections covering line circuits, cord 
circuits, and trunk circuits. 

123, Lilllifotio"s of nonllluitiple 5wilchboardl.-Two single-position 
switchboards may be placed side by side to handle traffic up to the 
operating capacity of two operators. An operator at one position 
wilI have no difficulty in reaching across the other position to 
establish a conr:ection between two lines appearing on different 
position!';. When traffic volume becomes too great to be handled by 
two operators, the addition of a third position does not always 
afford a satisfactory solution. The operator at the end positiOns 
cannot easily reach the jack field of the other end positions. The 
use of interpo<; ition trunks (trunks connecting two positions of 
the same switchboard) enables any operator to give connection to 
lines appearing on the distant positions. This is a practical scheme 
where there are not more than three or four positions in the ex
change, but the slight increase of time in placing each trunk call 
is usually considered objectionable. When the exchange is of five 
or more positions the system of interoosition trunks becomes Quite 
complex, and the errors in trunking further lower the efficiency of 
the service rendered. The provision of a multiple-type switchboard 
is advisable, in most cases. when the estimated ultimate require
ment:!'; are three or more positions. 

124. The IIIultiple switchboard Idea.-The width of jack field over 
which an operator may comfortably reach is about six feet , and 
within such a width not more than three operators can comfortably 
work. When more than three operators are required the multiple 
sv.itchboard meets this space problem by the Simple expedient of 
placing a complete appearance of jacks (one ' for each line) within 
a unit jack field small enough so that all jacks are easily reached 
by one operator. This unit jack field is then repeated along the 
length of the board so that each operator has within easy reach a 
multiple jack for each subscriber line in the office. A sufficient 
number of positions is provided to accommodate the number of 
operators required to take care of the traffic during the busiest 
period at the desired level of efficiency. The jacks in these fields 
that are repeatt.>d at regular intervals along the boards are termed 
"multiple jacks" and the-- entire aggregation of them with their 
connecting wiring is ref£rred to as the "multiple." Various types of 
mwtiple schemes are discussed in following paragraphs. 
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125. Bron(h ml.lltiple.-The common-battery line circuit using 
cut-off relays for signaling may be arranged as shown in ngul'e 84 
with several jacks. all having their tip, ring, and s leeve contacts 
connected in paralleL The signaling eqyipment will be disconllccted 
by sleeve current if a cord circuit plug is in&erted in any of the 
jacks. This arrangement is known as a branch multiple. It should 
be noted that thE' equipment of the line circuit is in five groups, 

, 

Jumpers 

LmeLomp 

lamely, termin;tl equipment. answering jack equipment, muli.iple 
equipment, relay equipment, and auxiliary equipment. The last 
mentioned is common to alt lines appearing on a single positioll. The 
answeri:lg equipment consists of the line jack And associated line 
lamp and is fed from the tel'minai equipment. Likewise, the multiple 
equipment is fed from the terminal equipment. The relays too are 
connect'?d to the terminal equipment. The ad\'antages of this ar
rangement are simplicity, abillty to scgregate the relay equipment 
on a fr"-me\vork oul<;ide of the switchboard cabinet and outain a 
higher o!der of flexibility . 

1'26. Equolizolion of Irome lood.- The calling number of any sull
scriber depends lIpon the number of the jac\{ with which his lint' 
is associated in the multiple. It is possible to change the calling 
number of any line. by changing the jumper on the main distl; ' 
buting fl:ame. Numbering in the multiple cannot be rearranged 
bccau!*' the jacks must be plaero in numcrical sequcnce to enable 
any operator to locate Quickly the jad.: of the Jine called. This 
'1owevc:' is not the case with answcl-ing jacks, sinoc they are n€wr 
lseq for outgoin.g calls on this type of commercial s\vitchboanl. 
I,.nswering jacks on each position aJ"e nllmhel'cd fl'Om "0" upward 
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The branch multiple system enables any answering jack and associ
ated relay equipment to be connected to any multiple number by 
the changing of a three-wire jumper on. the intermediate distri
buting f.rame. This makes it possible to shift the answering jack 
assignment of any line from one position to another, without 
changing the calling number, and facilitates the equalization of the 
traffic load on aU positiQns without change of directory listings. 

127. Lamp alsociated mvltiple.-There are multiple installations 
where each muJrjple jack has a line lamp associated. with it as shown 
in figure 85. In this case there is no separate answering jack . and 
when any line calls, all lamps light simultaneoUsly. The first avail • 

• 

I 

-

~-" " 'U 85._t.amp auocla!ed mu lU pl. clfcu lt . 

able operator plugs into the multiple and answers the call. ext in 
guishing all Tamps. This arrangement effects an automatic distri
bution of load, but it reduces the capacity of the switchboard con
siderably, increases battery drain and is lil~ely to result in two or 
more operators answering the same call. It is known as the lamp 
associated multiple system. It is coming into wide use in small 
commercial exchanges. 

121. S.rlM ,"ultiple.-Another type of multiple jack arrangement 
as used in the Signal Corps switchboard BD-SO-A is shown in fig
ure 86. In this multiple arrangement the jacks are conneCted in 
series through cut-off springs and contacts in each jack. Since cut· 
off jacks are used Instead of relays to operate the line lamps, this 
series arrangement of multiple jacks is necessary in order to 
I!xtinguish the line lamp when a cord plug is inserted in a multiple 
appearance jack. On this switchboard the answering appearance is 
also used for outgoing calls since it is the only appearance of 'the 
line on that position of the board, The switchboard BD-80-A does 
not require an i;ltennediate distribution frame. The multiple con
nections are made by a st.,andaI1t cableu~fEr~vm11U~~..i 
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129. Busy t •• t - While the a rrangement of mu]tiple-line terminals 
accomplishes the purpose of permitting every operator to reach all 
the Jines of an office, it Cl'e3tes another pr.:>blem-confuslon cnused 
by different opE'rators making more than one connection at a time 
with the same line--a condition which cooId not be tolerated. To 
guard against this confusion, the "busy test" is provided. As soon as 
a connection is made with a line at any section, the electrical con· 
dition of all t"e jacks of that line is so altered that an operator 
at any other SN'tion, in attempting to make a connection with the 
line, will be warned that a connection already exists. This wareing 
is given by a click in the operator's receiver, when the sleeve of a 
multipfe jack is tOllched with the tip of a calling cord plug. Figure 
87 shows a simple schematic diagram of how this busy-test c0n

nection is established. 

, 
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130. Switchboard circuits.- Both multiple and nonmultiple switch
boards are composed of a systematic and efficient arrangement of 
essential circuits, depending upon the l~ ind and extent of service 
the board provides. The various types of line circuits, trunk circuits, 
cord circuits, and operator's telephone circuits employed in switch
boards are taken up in other sections of this text. 

131. Miscellaneous circuits.-In addition to the main communicatio::l 
drcuits provided by switchboards. there are miscellaneous circuits 
on both multiple and nonmultiple switchboards which perform 
auxilia~' cr supplementary functions . The follo\Ving is a list of 
some of . the more common miscellaneous circuits with a brief 
mention of their purpose : 

Auxiliary rela!I.- To operate pilot lamp when any line lamp 
lights. 

Pilot lamp.- To notify operator that a line lamp is lighted. 
Fuse ularm.-To provide an audible signal when certam circuits 

are open due to blown fuses. 
Night alarm.- To provide an audible s ignal when an incoming call 

appears nn the s:witchboard. 
Transfer k eJI.- Tc. ~roup positions. 
Ringing tMiI18.- Wiring of ringing power to each position. 

1 0.., Ilmm 
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Emergency ringing.-Wiring of reserve ringing power. 
Peg C'Junt.-To cut inmeters to measure operator's load. 
Position clock.-To operate clocks on each position. 
Master clock.-To synchronize position clocks. 
SUperl'isOT8.-To enable supervisors to check operators. 
Manitoring.-To enable chief operators and others to check oper· 

ator's work. 
8U8y-back.-To put a busy-back signal on plug-ended trunks. 
Trouble tone.-To put a special tone on circuits which are out of 

order. 
Howler.-Wiring of apparatus to generate howler tone. 
Hqwle:r COTd.-To provide for putting howler tone on a line to 

cause restoration of receiver. 
Coin cone,ct.-To enable operator to control pay stations. 
There are many circuits available for anyone make and type of 

switchboard, and anyone installation will usually employ several of 
them. The number of different circuits required in any switchboard 
will vary with opel'ating and service conditio)'ls. Each installation 
is covered by a specification, which makes reference to all drawings 
and wiring diagr&.ms forming a part of it and covering the deta ils 
of the circuits involved. 

132. We$tllrn Electric 1-0 switchboard.-Many present Signal Corps 
common-battery multiple switchboards are of the Western Electric 
1-D type. On this switchb0ard it is usual to repeat the multiple 
every three po'>itions; or, in other words, to wire the board with 
sections of thrN! operator's positions each. Each secti0n will theo 
have 6 panels and will contain one complete appearance of calling 
jacks for all su/)scriber· lines. On this form the switchboard has a 
capacity of 3000 lines and 300 tnlllks. each panel having an ultimate 
capacity of 120 answering jneJ.;s in stdps of 10, or 160 in strips of 20. 
The 1- 0 board is very flexible, and it is otten wired so as to repeat 
the multiple every two positions, resulting in fOllr panel sections. 
With reduced S('Cti0IlS the Answerillg jad; capacity of each panel 
is often rerluced to 40, thus giving each operator 80-answering 
jacks to handle. 

When the 1- D s\\'itchbo..'1rd jg wired with lamp associated mul· 
tiple, with six lX1!leJ sections. it hus u capacity of :1000 lines and 60 
trunks. The sl ight decrem:e in capacity is cUllseO by the space 
required for the additional lamp jacks. With this arrangement 
there is the advantage of self-eqvalization of load and slight in· 
crease in speed of service, but as explained the bnp maintenance 
is highet' and there is a greater drain on the battery. 
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133_ Constructional features.-A section is a grouping of positions 
to secure one complete appeal'lmce of Ihe multiple. It is the mini
mum initial inst..."1lialiol1 of a multiple switchboard. A position is the 
sulxlivision of a switchboard designed to be handled by a s!ngle 
operator. A panel is a subdivision of the race equipment of a posi
tion, and has a width of one slrip of jacks. 

134. A.rrangement of the mult iple .-Figllre 88 illustrates the panel 
arrangement of a multiple s, .... itchbonrd. Each section contains 
calling jacks of all lines served by the s ..... itchboard. the ultimate 
capacity in this instance bE>ing 7700 subscriber lines. 'I11erc are 
seven panels and three operator's positions fot" each sectioll. Thet"e 
must be sufficient operator's positions to allow each answering jack 
to appear once on the enti re switchboard face. Should there be 
bllt four panels per section the capacity of the board would be 4400 
subscriber lines. Such a decrease in the number of panels per sec
lion redu~ the distance an operator will have to reach in com-
pleting a connection. 

• 
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F tGI:RIt 88._ M ultlple panel a r ranllement. 
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135_ Anongement of jock$.-Answering jacks are usually in strips 
of 10, while multiple jacks on branch multiple switchboards are in 
strips of 20. The answering jacks are arranged for individual re
movable number plates to appear beside each jack. As has been 
mentioned, the numbering of the answering jacks is not consecutive, 
since the lines are shifted around so that approximat.ely the same' 
load is placed on each operator. The bottom position of the face 
equipment of .ench panel is occupied with answering jacks and line 
lamps. Next. above them arc the trunk multiple jacks numbered 
consecutively. To the left of each strip of trunk jacks there is a 
number plate in the stile strip, and above the jacl~s is a designation 
strip on which may be indicated the name of the exchange with 
which they afford connection. The remainder of the face of the 
panel is taken up with multiple jacks. 

136, Multiple jock5.-Multiple jacks are grouped in banks of five 
strips or 100 jacks, as shown in figure ·S9. Each bank has a number 
plate in the stile strip to the left of it to indicate the number of the 

FrCliM 89._Multlpl .. Jack IIrrangement. 
bank, and each bank is separated from the bank above and below 
by a lh6 inch st rip of holly wood to segregate the hank. Strips 
of multiple jacks are inselied in the panel from the rear and are 
secured in position by discs known as jack fasteners. 

137. Typicol in$tollotions.-In numbers of positions and in position
al equipments multiple switchboard installations will vary with the 
size of the post and the nature of the service. The number of answer
ing jacks varies largely with the number of lines served. The num
ber of multiple jacks valies with the number of answering jacks and 
the number of sections of thc multi[.lle. The number of trunks varies 
with the service requirements which are governed by several fac
.tors among which are: number of subscribers, size of system or 
system with which trunking is handled, nwnber of exchanges to 
which trunk service is [.lrovided, amount of business which sub
scribers transact with _those of connected exchanges, service of 
connected exchanges and the rate charged for trunks. The type of 
trunks used and the circuits employed va~ wit.\1 the nature of the 
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servic(! I.t!ven ov~r them (subscriber. intcrofIicc or toll). length of 
the trunk circuits and the type of eQuipment to which connected at 
the distant exchange. 

138. Relay rClck.- In larger installations there is little room in 
the switchboard positions for mounting relays. In such cas('s ·relay 
racks are providE'd for mounting the line and cut -ofT relays. The 
individual relays are mounted in groups of 10 or 20 on mounting 
plates of uniform length and these plates are bolted to a vertical 
channel iron framework known as a relay rack. The line and cut-off 
relays mounted on the relay rack are connN:ted to terminals on 
the vertical side- of the IDF (intermediate distributing frame) 
through switchboard cable. These same terminals of the IDF are 
cabled to the answering jack and lamp on the switchboalcl position. 
Thus, each answering jack and lamp is permanently associated with 
the relC!y-rack line equ!pment. This centralization of cC]uipment 
provides a convenient place to introduce brlltC'ry and ground. In 
modem practice one 24-volt battery lmd is prodded for each 
group of 120 line relays at the relay rack Battery is fed to fuse 
panels and from there distributed through alarm fuses of the prop 
er capacity to the various circuits. 

139. $witchbOClrd mClrkings.---a. In all types of common-battery 
exchanges, particularly those with multiple Switchboards, there 
are certain devices employed to assist the operator in giving the 
proper service. For example, lamp caps are obtainable in several 
different colors, and with many different markings engraved in the 
opal and filled with opaque paint. The different caps are used on the 
line and trunk lamps to distinguish between various classes of ser
vice. For example, a certain cap may be used to indicate that priori
ty is to be given to the lines on which it is used, another type of cap 
may be used on lines denied trunk service, another on those denied 
toll service, another on those lines to be used for fire alarm service 
only, and so on for many other classes or combinations of classes of 
service. 

b. Where lines are permanently disconnected or for one reason 
or other are tempOI'arily out of service, it is desirable to be able to 
prevent an operator from plugging into the multiple jack. This is 
acromplishccl by inserting a signal plug in the appearances of the 
number in the multiple, and by using a proper color. it is possible to 
inform the operator why the line is not in service. In case of changes 
of subscribel"s number the new number is marl,ed on the signal 
plugs. and the old number is not used for another line until a new 
directOr}' has hecn published. 

c. There are four small holes al"Ound each multiple j..'lck and by 
the use of certain colo~ of p<lint and combinat ions of holes, it is 
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possible to marl( the multiple jacks to indicate a wide range of 
outgoing service conditions. To mark a series of jacks anyone of 
which is available under the same calli ng number, such as a group 
of trunks to a branch exchange, a line of selected color is drawn 
below the entire group of jacks. 

140. Questions for .. I'-examination.-
1. In nonmuitiple switchboard installations, how is future ex

pansion provided for? 
2. For what types or kind of installations are nonmuitiple 

switchboards suitable? 
3. What are the general limitations of nonmultiple switch-

boards? 
4. What is m~ant by the term "multiple jack"? 
5. What is the advantage of a multiple board? 
6. Draw a diagram of a branch multiple showing the answering 

jack and at least one multiple jack with all equipment immediately 
associated with it. 

7. \Vhat determines the subscriber's telephone number? 
. 8. What change in wiring is made in a central office to change 

a subscriber's number? 
9. What change in wiring is made to equalize the traffic load 

between opt:>rators' poSitions? 
10. What is meant by a lamp associa ted multiple? 
11. How is distribution of load effected on a lamp associated 

multiple switchboard? 
12. By means of a diagram describe a series multiple arrange

ment. 
13. In the Sf'ries multiple why are cut-off springs used? 
14. By means of a diagram explain the busy test used on a 

multiple switchboard. 
15. Name six miscellaneous circuits found on a multiple switch-

boaro. 
16. Describe the arrangement of jacks In a multiple. 
17. What is a relay rack? 
18. What is the purpose of line lamp cap markings on a switch

board? 
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SECTION XV 

COMMERCIAL MANUAL SWITCHING 

MultlolTicc exchange, A and B s· ... 'itchboards 
Straightforward trunking 
Hundre(H~rcent trunking 
Tandem omre 
Toll service 

Paragraph 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 

Questions tor self.examlnation 146 
141. M",llioffi,. exdmnge, A ond B swilchboords.-Where the number 

of lines in an exchange exceeds the number which can economically 
be brought to a single switchboard, additional offices are established. 
In each office of such a multioffice exchange, there is an A switch· 
board to serve c':llls originating within the office area and a B 
switchboard to serve calls to subscribers within the office area which 
originate in other office areas of the exchange area, or in offices in 
other exchange areas. These calls may be routed to the called B 
switchboard either over direct trunk connections or via a centra
lized switching point. This switching point is known as a tandem 
office or, in cases of very long haul calis, a long distance office. An A 
switchboard is of the mwtiple type previously described and has 
outgoin~ t runks to all other offices within the exchange. These 
trunks are Incoming to the 8 switchboard where they appear as 
plugs. A B switchboard is a trunking switchboard exclusively and 
has no cord circuits. In front of the operator appears the multiple 
of every subscriber in the office area, and on the cord shelf are plug· 
ended trunks from all other offices in the exchange. 

142. Stroightforword Irunking.---On a call routed directly from the 
A switchboard in the calling office to the B switchboard in the called 
office, the usual method. is by straightforward trunking. Take, for 
example, a call from Persh ing 1872 to Cathedral 2536. The Persh· 
ing A operator answers the call and is given the number Cathedral 
2536. Sh(> selects an idle trunk to the Cathedral office. This selection 
is made by means of the busy test-running the tip of the calling 
plug along the strip of jacks---or by observing a lighted lamp as
sociated with an idle trunk. When the trunk is selected. the lamp 
associated wUh the next idle trunk lights. Connection to the selected 
trunk lights the lamp associated with the trunk at the Cathedral 
8 s .... itchboard. In response to the lighted lamp, the B operator con· 
nects to the trunk by manually depressing an assignment key or 
Is automatically connccted to the trunk by a relay in the trunk 
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circuit. An order tone con.<;isting of two short impulses of. high pitch 
called zip tones, Is transmitted to the Pershing A operator. This 
advises the A operator that she may continue with the completion 
of her call, which she does bv saying 2535 in this case. The Cath
edral B operator than tests the line called and. if it is idle, connects 
to it. On connection to this multiple jack of the called subscriber, 
machine ringing is provided from the B board. The B operator's 
telephone is now disconnected from the incoming trunk by are-lay 
in the sleeve of the t n mk circuit. Supervision on calls trunked 
through B boards is of the through type and is returned to the A 
operator. It Is the duty of the A operator to time this connection 
and to take it down in accordance with the signals of the supervisory 
lamps at the poSition, If the B o~rator fi nds the called line busy, 
the trunk plug is inserted into a jack which connects an inter
rupted tone. known as the busy-back, across the trunk line, The 
plug is left in the jack until the A operator takes down the con
nection as shown by the lighting of the supervisory lamp at the B 
switchboard. 

143, Hllndred-percenl trllnking.-In very large exchanges, the inter
office llunks take up so much room that the answering jack and 
multiple capacity is reduced below an economical figure, In this 
case lOO-percent trunking is used and the subscriber multiple of 
the A board is removed, and in its place there is only the trunk 
mWtiple. In this case all calls are handled by both an A and a B 
operator. The A board here is exclusively an outgOing trunking 
board and the B board, as before, Is exclusively an incoming trunk
ing board. 

144. Tondem OfllCel.-Where the exchanges are so large that there 
is not room in the A board multiple for all of the B board trunks, or 
where it is uneconomical to establish groups of direct trunks between 
the offices involved. there is no direct connection between A and B 
boards. The tandEm offiC1;! is only a switching point used to connect 
one local exchange offiC1;! with another, and serves the same purpose 
as an isolated switching C1;!ntral in military systems. When an A 
operator receives a call for a subscriber at an office to which she 
has no trunk, she routes it to the tandem office with which she is 
connected, and re<:eives a series of three zip tones when the tandem 
operator comes in on the trunk. The A operator then gives the name 
of the called offiC1;!. The tandem operator tests for an idle trunk to 
this offiC"<: and puts the connection on through to the office of des
tination. When the called B operator comes in on a trunk to the 
tandem, there is a series of t ..... o zips and the A operator responds 
with the number of the station called. This routine sounds quite 
complex, but as a matter of fact it consumes but little time and 
has a high degree of accuracy, although each such call is handled 
by three operators. 
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14.5 . Toll HrYic • . -Service between substatior.s within an ex
change Is usually on a flat rate basis a nd is known as local service. 
Service between substations of different exchanges is handled on a 
('harge per call basis and is known as toll service. This latter service 
is divided Into two classes. The first class, used for traffic between 
exchanges which are generally not more than 50 miles apart, Is 
is known as A-B TDII traffic. The second class, known as "long 
distance service", is used for traffic between more widely separated 
exchanges, For long distance servicE' the toll board method is 
usually (>mpioyecl. A calling subscriber asks for "long distance", 
His local A oPE'rator then connects him to an outward operator at a 
toll switchboard over a Idording trunk . This toll switchboard is 
one that handles long distance calls for a designated group of local 
offices. The outward operator fills alit the toll ticket and secures 
a conneo:."tion to the inward toll operator at the distant toll switch
board via a toll line, 'I'1:le outward operator then seC\ln.>S a con
nection to the calling party over a switching trunk to his l~al 
exchangp., The switching trunk is a high grade circuit, and also 
provides 48 volts instead of 24 volts to the subscrihel" S telephone, 
These factors greatly 'improve t ransmission quality. The recording 
trunk OVf!r which the calling subscriber securoo the original ron
nection to the outward operator is then relel\Sf'd. At the distant 
toll office the inward toll operator secun.>S a connection to the callC'd 
party vi3 a taU s\vilching tnmk to her local ex('hanee . . The out
ward operator at the originating toll switchboard st!perviscs and 
times the caU. When the com'ersation is completed she takes down 
the connection and completes the toll ticket. 

146. Ol,l"tion, for ,.If-.xominatlon.-
1. What Is an "A" switchboard ? 
2. What Is a "8 " switchboard? 
3. Describe a call being placed between an "A" and a "B" 

switchboard. 
4. What equipment appea~ on the face of 1\ "B" hoa rr'l ? 
5. What equipment appears on th(> face of an "A" board? 
6. What is meant bv !'traightft)rwa rd trunkin!!? 
7. What is meant bv l 00-pe~nt trunking? 
R What is the advantagE" of t OO-percent trunking? 
9. What Is a tandem offi ce'? 
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APPENDIX I 
INDEX TO TECHNICAL AND F'IELD MANUALS 

TM 11-302 
TM 11-330 
TM 11-331 
TM 11-332 
TM 11-333 
TM 11-335 
TM 11-340 
'I'M: 11-345 
'I'M 11-351 
TM 11-353 

'I'M 11-354 
'I'M 11-360 
'I'M 11-361 
'I'M 11-362 
TM 11-363 
'I'M 11-430 

TM: 11-431 
TM 11-456 
'I'M 11-457 
'I'M 11-900 
TM 11-901 
FM 1-45 
FM 5-10 

FM 11-5 

FM 24-5 

(Sec FM 21-6 for complete list) 
Charging Set SCR-169 
Switchboards BD--71 and BD--72 
S\vitchboard BD--14 
Telephone Central Office Set TC-4 
Signal Corps Telephone EE ~A 
Telephone Central Office Set TC-1 
Telephone Central Office Set TC-2 
Cabinet BE-70-( ), ,,·lire Chief's Testing Cabinet 
Telegraph Sets TG-5.and TG-5-A 
Installation and Maintenance of Telegraph Printer· 

Equipment 
Teletypewriter Sets EE-97 and EE-98 
Reel Units RL-2G and RL--26-A 
Signal Corps Test Sets EE-65 and EE-65-A 
Reel Unit RL-31 
Poll" Linl" Construction 
Storage Batteries for Signal Communication. ex-

C{'pt those pertaining to aircraft 
Target Range Communication Systems 
\Vire Telegraphy 
Local-Battery Telephone Equipment 
Po\\'er Unit." PE-75-A and PE-75-B 
Po~'er Unit PE-75-C 
Signal Communication; Air Corps 
Communication, Construction, and Utilities; En

.f:" in(>('t' 
Mi$~i (lns . Functions, and Signal Communication in 

C"'m'I'.ll: Sir-nnl Corps 
Signal Communicat ion 
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,ApPENDIX II 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

The following definition of words and tenns apply only to their 
usage in this text. 

Alt.rnating current -Current that periodically reverses in direction. 
Alternator.-An a·c generator. 
Arnmeter.-A current meter with a scale calibrated in amperes. 
Amplifler.- A device which, under control of a current or voltage 

of given characteristics, produces a larger current or voltage of 
similar characteristics. 

Amplitvde.-In connection with alternating current or any other 
periodic phenomena, the maximum value of the displacement from 
zero position. 

Anode.-The terminal or electrode from which electrons leave an 
electron tube. 

Anti5idetone tircuit.-A telephone circuit that materially reduces 
~idetonp. without reducing the output of the telephone; without 

detone. (See SidE-tone.) 
Armature.- The rotating assembly of a d·c motor or generator; 
so the movable iron part which completes the magnetic circuit 
. certain apparatus. 
Attenuotion.- The decl'ease in amplitude of electrical energy as it 

passes through a device or circuit. 
Attenuolor.-A device for producing attenuation; usually cali· 

brated to produce known amounts of attenuation. 
Battery.-A device for converting chemical energy into electrical 

energy; one or more cells . 
Bell.-·A device which will operate on either alternating or direct 

current fa·c or j·c) and give continued striking of a gong, pro
ducing a clear ringing sound. 

Bios.-Linc bias.-The effect on the length of telegraph signals 
produced by the electrical characteristics of the line and equipment. 
If the received signal is longer than that sent, the distortion is 
called marking bias; if the received signal is shorter. it is called 
spacing bias. 
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Applied bias.-A force (electrical, mechanical, or magnetic) ex
erted on a relay or other device which tends to hold the device in a 
given electrical or mechanical condition. 

BrMlk (ontoct.-That contact of a switching device which opens a 
circuit upon the oPE'ration of the device. 

Bridge.-A shunt path; a device used in tile electrical measure
ment of Impedance, resistance, etc. 

Buzz.r.-An electrical device producing a bUTZing sound, uspally 
by use of a vibrator. 

Bypau.-A shunt path around some element or elements of a 
circuit. 

CGpodton(e.-The ability or capacity to receive an electrical 
charge. 

CCipodfive reCI(to"(e.- The effect of capacitance in opposing the 
flow of alternating current. 

CClpt:lcitor.-A device for inserting the property of capaCitance into 
a circuit; two or more conductors separated by a dielectric. 

Ccnrier CU'Tenf.- A current used in the transmission of intelligence 
Impressed upon it. 

Ccmier frequency.-The frequency of the carrier current. 
CCithode.-The negative terminal or electrode in an electrolytic 

cell. vacuum tube, or other electrical apparatus, from which elec
trons flow. 

Cell.-A combination of electrodes and electrolyte which converts 
chemical energy into electrical energy. 

ChCl"nel.-A band of frequencies or a circuit within which com
munication may be maintained. 

Choroct.riltic.-A d stinguishing trait. quality. or property. 
Clrcujf.-A closed path or mesh of closed. paths which may include 

a source of emf. 
Comrnutotion.-The mechanical process of converting alternating 

current , which flows in the armature of doc generators. to direct 
current as furnished to the load. 

Commutotor.-The part of doC rotating machinery which makes 
electrical contact with the br..lshes and connects the armature con
ductors to the external circuit and accomplishes commutation. 

Comm"folor rippl~ - The small pulsations which take place in the 
voltage and current of doC generators. 

Compo"ent.-A part of the whole; e.g. pulsating direct current 
(the whole) consists of an a-c component (one part) and a doc 
componpnt (another part). 
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Conden$er.-Same as capacitor. 
Continuity.-A condition of a circuit where a closed electrical path 

is obtained. 
Contactor.-A device for closing and opening electrical circuits 

remotely; a magnetically operated switch. 
Coupting.-Term used to represent the means by which energy is 

transferred from one circuit to another. 
Cron.-A type of Hne trouble in which one circuit becomes con

nected to one or more other circuits. 
Crossfire.-A condition where telegraph signals on one circuit 

cause interlerence in other telegraph or telephone circuits. 
Cronlalk.-A condition where conversation on one circuit causes 

interference in other telephone circuits. 
Currenl.-A fJO\ .... of electrons in a circuit. 
Cyde.-In a periodic phenomena, one complete set of reoccuring 

events. 
Decibe1.-A unit of transmission expressing a relation between 

input and output power; equal to ten times the common logarithm 
of the ratio of input to output power. 

Demodulalor.-A nonlinear device for removing the modulation 
component (usuttlly voice frequency) from a modulated carrier 
wave. 

Oensily.--Conc(>ntration of anything; quantity per unit volume or 
area. 

Direc:! turrenl.--Current which is constant in direction. 
DifferentiaL- Pertaining to, or involving, a difference ; Le., a dif· 

ferential current device is one which operates upon the basis of a 
difference in two current values. 

Distortion.-An alteration or deformity of a wave form. 
Drop.--a. Switchboard drop.-An electrically operated mechani

cal device on a switchboard line circuit which is used to indicate an 
incoming call. 

b. Drop side of a cirndt .- That side of the circuit toward the 
switchboard drop. 

c. Drop wire.-The overhead wire connecting a subscriber station 
with either open wire or cable. 

Eleclrode.-The solid conductors of a cell or battery which are 
placed in ('Ontact with the electrolyte; a conductor which makei 
electric,,] contact with a liCfuid. gas, or an electron cloud. 

Electrolvle.- A solution in which. when traversed bv an electric 
current. then> is a liberation of matter at the electrodes, either an 
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evolution of gas or a deposit of a solid. Usually refers to the s0lu
tion in a battery. 

EJ.c:trGmCl9n.t.-A core of magnetic material , such as soft iron, 
which is temporarily magnetized by passing an electric current 
through a coil of wire surrounding it, but loses its magnetism as 
soon as the current stops. 

EI.ch'ClntCltiv. 101u. em/-Difference of electrical potential or 
pressure measured in volts. 

EI.dron.-One of the negative particles of an atom. 
EnersD'.-That capacity for doing work. 
Equoli ..... -A network having an attenuation complementary to 

that of a telephone line, for the purpose of equalizing the attenua
tion at the frequencies used. 

Fi.ld of forc •. -Region in space within which a force is effective. 
filr.r.-A device for preventing the passage of current of certain 

frequencies while allowing currents of other frequenCies to pass. 
Flux.-The magnetic lines of force. 
Forc • . -That which tends to change the state of rest or motion of 

matter. 
Fr~cy.-In periodic phenomena the number of vibrations or 

cycles in unit time; in alternating current the number of cycles per 
second. 

Fvnction.-The duty or job performed by a device. 
FundaIMntal.-A primary or necessary principle; basis; the 

lowest frequency component of a complex wave. 
Fu ... -A circuit protecting device which makes use of a con

ductor which has a low melting point. 
GClln.-The amount of amplification; negative attenuation. 
G_n_tor.-A device for converting 'mechanical energy into elec

trical energy. 
·Ground.-The contact of a conductor with the earth; also the 

earth when employed as a return conductor. 
Grouping clrcuits.-Circuits used to connect two or more switch

board positions together so that one operator may handle the oper
ation of those positions from his own operator's set. 

HClndH'.-A telephone in which the transmitter, receiver, and a 
connecting handle form a single piece. 

HClnnonin.-Frequencies of exact multiples of a fundamental fre
quency. 

HHt coil.-A protective device conSisting of a coil of wire wound 
around a copper tube inside of which a pin is soldered. It is so de-
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signed that if an excessive current passes through it for a period of 
time the heat generated will melt the solder, releasing the pin, and 
grounding the line. 

Holding coil.-A separate coil of a relay which is energized by the 
operation of the relay and holds the relay operated after the origin, 
al operating circuit is deenergized. 

Howler .-An electromechanical device for the production of an 
audio-frequency tone. 

Hybrid coil.-A multi-winding transformer designed to be used 
in a circuit where currents in one portion of the circuit induce 
voltage.. in all branches except certain designated ones in which no 
voltage is induced. 

Impedance.-The total opposition to the flow of current, consisting 
of resistance and reactance. 

Inductance.-Property of a circuit which opposes a change in 
current. 

Induction.-The act or process of producing voltage by the relative 
motion of a magnetic field and a conductor. 

Inductive reactance.- The opposit ion to the flow of alternating or 
pulsating curN'nt due to the inductance of the circuit. 

Instantoneous value.-When a value is continually varying with 
respect to time the value at any particular instant is known as the 
instantaneous value. 

Intulator.-A medium which will not conduct electricity. 
Intermediate distributing frome.-A frame upon which the circuits 

from a ~witchboard and other apparatus are brought out to ter
minals. 

Interposition tnmks.- Trunks between different positions of a 
switchboard. 

Jack.-In combination with a plug, a device by which connections 
can readily be made in electrical circuits. 

Key.-A hand operated device for the rapid opening and closing of 
a circuit or circuits. 

Leokoge.-Tenn used to express current loss through imperfect 
insulation. 

Level.- The amplitude of a signal as compared to that of a signal 
chosen as reference; in telephony. reference level is considered as 
that signal producing one milliwatt of power in a 6OO-ohm load ; 
u~ually measured in decibels (db I above ( + ) or below ( -) a 
reference Ip\"c1. 

". 
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Un., of forc •. -A path through space along which a field of force 
acts. (Shown by a line or lines on a sketch.) 

Loading coil.-A coil designed to be inserted in a line to add induc
tance to the line_ 

Loop.--a. Subscribersloop.-The pair of conductors connecting a 
subscriber's telephone with the main frame of the central office. 

b. Loop mile, resistance o/.-A pair of conductors between two 
points one mile distant, the resistance of the conductors connected 
in series. 

Magnetic pole.-Region where the majority of magnetic lines of 
force leave or enter a magnet. 

Magnelilm.-The property of the molecules of certain substances, 
as iron, by virtue of which they may store energy in the form of a 
field of force, due to the motion of the eJectrons in the atoms of 
substance; a manifestation of energy due to the motion of a dielec
tric field of force. 

Magnetomotive force.-mm/- The force which is necessary to 
establish flux in a magnetic circuit or to magnetize an unmagnetized 
specimen. 

Main distributing frame.-A frame upon which are brought out the 
incoming cable or open wire lines to terminals and protectors. 

Make contact.- That contact of a device which closes a circuit 
upon the operation of the device. 

Megohm _-A unit of resistance; equal to one million ohms. 
Microfarad.-Practical unit of capacitance; one-millionth of 

farad. 
Milliampere.-Unit of electric current ; equal to one-thousandth . 

an ampere. 
Milliommeler.-Current meter with a scale calibrated in milliam

pe"",. 
Modulator.-A nonlinear device for changing the amplitude (or 

frequency) of a carrier wave at a rate corresponding to the signal 
to be transmitted. 

Multiple.-Parallel connection whereby any number of identical 
pieces of equipment may be connected into the circuit. 

MloIhlal inductcmce.- Inductance associated with more than one cir
cuit. 

Network-An electrical circuit made up of series or shunt impe
dances or combinations of series and shunt impedances. 

Noise_-An eler-trical disturbance which tends to interfere with 
communication over the circuit. 
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Oh .... -F\mdamental unit of resistance. 
O''IIn ... eter.-A direct reading instrument for measuring resistance, 

calibrated in ohms. 
Olcillator.-A device for producing electrical oscUlations; an ~Iec. 

trical circuit for converting direct current Into alternating current. 
Pad.-A network, consisting of resistance, connected so as to have 

a given amount of attenuation at all frequencies; usually sym· 
metrical. . 

Parallel drcuit.-A circuit in which one side of all component parts 
are connected together to one line while the other side of all com· 
ponents are connected together to another line. 

Palchirtg.-Temporarily connecting together two lines or circuits 
by means other than switchboard cord circuits. 

Patching card.-A cord terminated on each end with a plug, used 
in patching betwecn circuits terminated in Jacks. 

Period.-The time required for the completion of one cycle. 
Permanent rnagnel.-A piece of steel or a lloy which has its mole

cules lined up such that a magnetic field exists without the applica· 
t ion of a magnetomotive foree. 

Phantalll circuil.-A telephone circuit which is superimposed upon 
two other circuits so that the two conductors of one drcuit act 
combined as one conductor for the phantom circuit, and the con· 
ductors of the second circuit act as the other phantom conductor. 

Plug.- In combination with a jack , a device by which connec· 
tions can readily be made in electrical circuits. 

Potential diffef'ence.- The degree of electrical pressure exerted by 
a point in an electrical field or circuit in reference to some other 
point: same a~ electromotive force or voltage. 

Private branch exchange IP.B.X. I.-A small private exchange acting 
as a branch of the main exchange for a subscriber with a large 
number of telephones between which considerable traffic is handled. 

Proteetor.-A device to protect equipment or personnel from high 
voltages or currents. 

Prateetor" open·tpace cul·aut.-A device consisting o,t two carbon 
blocks. one connpcted to one side of a line and the other to ground. 
separated by a narrow gap. designed to provide a path to ground 
(or high voltages such as lightning, etc. 

Pulsating currenl.--Current of varying magnitude but constant 
direction. 

Receiver.-An electromechanical device for converting electrical 
energy lnlo sound waves. 
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bctifl<ir.-A device for changing alternating CWTent to pulsating 
CW'rent. 

leflection.-The returning ot a portion of an electrical wave to the 
sending end of the circuit. 

lelay.-A device for controlling electrical circuits from a remote 
IXlSition; magnetic switch. 

aepeat.r.- A device for the retransmission of a signal, usually 
with amplification. 

Repeating coiL-An audio-frequency transformer for transferring 
energy from one electrical circuit to another, usually one-to-one 
·ratio with one side (line connection) arranged so that a center tap 
may be obtained for simplexing. 

Retistance.-The opposition offered by a conductor to the passage 
of either direct or alternating current. That portion of impedance 
which causes power loss. 

Resononce.-The condition of a mechanical device or electrical 
circuit adjusted to respond to a certain frequency. 

Retardation coiL-A coil offering high impedance to voice fre
quency currents but low impedance to direct current. 

Iheostot.-A variable resistance for limiting the currents in a 
circuit. 

Ringer.-An audible signaling device which will operate only on 
alternating current to give a clear ringing sound. 

lotor.-The rotating part of an electrical device. 
Self Inductonce.- Inductance associated with but one circuit. 
Series circuit.-An electrical circuit in which the component par 

are placed end-to-end and form a single continuous conductor; 01 
posite of parallel. 

Short.-A ty!)e of line trouble in which the two sides of a circuit 
become connect.ed together. 

Shunt.-A parallel or alternate path for the current in a circuit; 
usually with some impedance other than zero; not used with refer
ence to trouble. (See Short.) 

Side-band.- Thp. band of those frequencies equal to the carrier 
plus the voice frequencies (upper side-hand), or carrier minus the 
voice frequencies (lower side-band). 

stdetone.-That portion of the signal from a transmitter in a 
telephone which is returned to the receiver of that telephone. 

Signol to nobe fotio.-The ratio of the signal level on a circuit to 
the noi!;€ level of the same circuit. 
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Sf",plex.-A method of obtaining a telegraph channel by use of 
repeating coils or bridged impedances. 

Sinting.-Oscillations produced by feed-back in a circuit, especial· 
ly in repeaters. 

$poce charge.-An electrical charge distributed throughout a 
space; such as a charge between the filament and plate of a 
vacuum tube. 

Stator.-That part of an electrical device which remains station· 
ary when in use. 

Sub-cycle generafor.-A frequency reducing device which furnishes 
ringing power at a sub-multiple of the power supply frequency. 

Subscriber.-A person or organization to whom service is extended. 
Sub .. f.-The complete telephone equipment including handset. 

ringer, and other associated parts located at a subscriber station. 
exclusive of protective equipment. 

Supervi5oion.-The process of watching over the condition of a con· 
nection at a switchboard to determine when subscribers are through 
using the connection. 

Swifch.-A device for opening, clOSing, or rerouting an electrical 
circuit. 

Switchboord.-A board containing apparatus for controlling or 
connecting electrical circuits. 

Synchronism.- The state of being synchronous. 
Synchronoul.-Having the same period and phase; happening at 

the same time. 
Tandem oRice.-A telephone office handling connections between 

smaller offices located in a group around it. It handles no direct 
connections to subscribers but serves only to connect one telephone 
office with another. 

Telephone.- An instrument for the converting of speech into elec
trical waves for transmission and converting electrical waves to 
sound waves for reception. 

Telerin9.-A frequency selector device for the production of ring· 
ing power ; for the production of 2O-cyde ringing power from a 60· 
cycle source it selects every third half-cycle of the input to be used 
as a half-cycle of the output frequency. 

TerMinol.--One end of an electrical circuit. 
Transfer circuits.-Same as grouping circuits. 
Transformer.-A device for raising or lowering a-c voltage. 
Tronsmil$ion.-The passing of energy through a conductor. 
TranSMitter.- Tnat part of a telephone which converts the sound 
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waves into electrical waves; usually consists of a diaphragm oper
ated by the sound waves to compress a container of carbon granuJes, 
causing a change in resistance and thus in currents to correspond to 
the sound waves. 

{ranspositlon.-A rearrangement of the relative position of ad
jacent wires, to prevent losses or interference by induction. 

Trunks.-A cin.:uit between two switchboards, central Offices, 
switchboard positions or other parts of a telephone plant, but not 
to any subscriber. 

Yarlstor.-A combination of dissimilar metals in contact which 
give a nonlinear impedance. 

Voice frequend.,.-Those frequencies covered by the range of 
human voice. 

Volt.-Unit of potential, potential difference, emf, or electrical 
prcsUl"e. 

Yoltmeter.-An instrument for measuring potential difference or 
electrical pressure, calibrated in volts. 
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